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ABSTRACT
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal is a novel in Malayalam language by
the celebrated novelist of Kerala Vaikom Muhammad Basheer (19081994). It was written as a memoir in 1946 and was published for the first
time in 1983. It discusses the love affair of a high caste Hindu woman
and a Muslim writer who resembles Basheer himself (it was written as a
diary) in a complex religious and political background.
The segment translated here starts with the narrator’s account of
the first moment when he met the girl and goes through an array of
letters exchanged between them discussing the cultural, religious and
literary problems, along with his passion for his beloved.
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INTRODUCTION
When I was growing up in Kerala, our elders commented on the
silly mistakes we made in mathematics quoting Basheer. “Oh, if you ask
this guy what is ‘one plus one, ’ he would say like Basheer, ‘a rather big
one.

Or when anyone would brag about the glory of the days past,

people quoted Basheer saying, “ Ntuppuppaakkoraanaendaannu” (My
granddad had an elephant). I didn’t know who this Basheer was. Some
of my friends told me he was a great novelist in our language
(Malayalam) and proverbial expressions like “Ntuppuppaakkoraana
endaannu” (My granddad had an elephant) or “Paaththummaayude
Aadu” (Pathumma’s goat) were in fact the titles of his novels. I was
curious to read his novels but my parents thought that good boys never
read novels so I had to wait until my college years. The first Basheerian
narrative I read was Baalyakaalasakhi (“Childhood Friend” 1944,
Collected in Me Grandad 1980) which was a classic love story and
famous for the phrase “onnum onnum ummini vallya onnu” (one plus one
is a rather big one). Most of his best novels were love stories interwoven
with vserious socio-political issues. The one that attracted me the most
was Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal 1983 (Days of Love), a novel that
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segregates itself from all his other novels and stories, although it shares
their autobiographical nature, with a new style of developing the plot
through the letters written by the main protagonists. His innovative style
along with the theme, the unglamorous realities of the English educated
people in a traditional set up, attracted me enough to translate this work
into English. My thesis has included this translation along with some of
the main issues I encountered in the process of translation.

Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal discusses the love affair of a high
caste Hindu woman and a Muslim writer who resembles Basheer himself
(it was written as a diary) in a complex religious and political
background. When Basheer was writing this story, India was on the
threshold of independence and there were tensions with local
monarchical and British imperialistic authorities. Congress and
communists were fighting against the colonial authorities with extremely
different ideologies and different tactics. Though all these issues came
up in this story, Basheer narrated it in such a way as not to be carried
away from Saraswathy Devi and the narrator (based on Basheer) who
are trapped in the diverse religious and cultural settings of Kerala.

Even

though political unrest seemingly doesn’t affect the lives of Devi and
Basheer, they become an allegory of the partition of the Hindu and
Muslim worlds. As the love between the protagonists Basheer and Devi
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progresses, the tension at the political level also progresses and before
India has to sacrifice Pakistan, Basheer has to give up his beloved to her
cultural traditions.
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal, written as early as 1946 but not
published until 1983, was an important novel in the literary history of
Kerala as it challenged the closed thinking of the people through its
straightforward diction. When he wrote this diary/novel he titled it Ora
Kaarnukantaey Dayari (The Lover’s Diary) and it was kept safely in a
shelf not meant to be published. Basheer at first didn’t want it to be
published due to its autobiographical nature. In the preface to
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal he states:
“The Lover’s Diary” was written earlier with passion. It must
be fifty years since then. It was not written to be published.
It is not a novel, nor is it a story. It is a diary of a young
man full of passions and who hadn’t known a woman, that
magical phenomenon. (5)
Basheer was very well aware how the diary/novel would be received by
conventional Kerala society, the same society and government that
banned his first story Premalekhanam (“The Love Letter” 1943, Collected
in Poovan Banana 1994). He was right. Many people criticized him for
his use of lyrical eroticism in the novel. And even now day’s people in
Kerala rebel against writers’ license to use eroticism in their works.
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When Arundhati Roy, for instance, was praised world wide for her debut
novel, God o f Small Things (1997), she was scathingly criticized in her
own state Kerala for supposedly undermining the public morality. It was
Basheer who pioneered representing the spirit of the new India
unfettered by such claustrophobic traditions. He also gave his
explanations for his use o f straightforward diction in the preface. He
states:
I might have written about the organs o f men and women (in
this novel). Moral violation will never happen if I say finger,
breast, or vagina. Here in India there is a temple wnere they
perform vagina puja. . . . There is also penis worship in
India. Nobody thinks that it is a great scandal.
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal. (6)
I thought it would be interesting to translate a work which was originally
written as a memoir and published as a fiction which challenges,
thematically, the superfluous morality of my own people.
The straightforward diction didn’t cause any moral dilemma in my
translation. What made my task challenging was the very process of
translation in which I had to capture the spirit of Basheeriari language
and style in English. When translating I encountered many structural
difficulties. It is difficult for Keralan writers to escape from the religious
and caste markers in Malayalam language and that make the
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translator’s job really challenging. Religious and Caste markers are an
unavoidable feature of the Malayalam language. Christians, Hindus and
Muslims use different words when they refer to same thing and one can
understand the religion o f the speaker from his diction, and caste as
well, if the speaker is Hindu. It is not the case with all words but with
those showing kinship. For example, a Muslim calls his father bappa, a
Hindu calls him achan, whereas a Christian would use the term
chachan, appan, etc. When I translated caste-ridden Malayalam words
into English 1 lost the peculiar caste markers. Some translators like R.E.
Asher preserved certain Muslim words like Ikkakka (brother), upuuppa
(grand father), bapa (father), umma (mother) and so on. As
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal was not primarily a Muslim story, I
translated all those words into English. Also I didn’t want to keep these
terms in Malayalam and give heavy footnotes which would make the
work of fiction more a scholarly work than what it really is: a work of art.
While caste markers, in other words using different signifiers for
the same sign, limit itself to the morphological level, there are some other
features that affect the entire syntactical stiucture. Code mixing and
Code switching are one among the few that affect the syntactic
structures. This feature in the source language put me into a dilemma if
I should keep the entire sentence in the foreign language and thus
preserve the linguistic feature of this particular language. The
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Malayalam speakers tend to switch to other languages while they speak,
which shows the influence of the other cultures to the Kerala society. It
took a while to decide i f l should keep this feature in my translation.
Should I kill this cultural specification in my language or just ignore it
for the sake o f the smooth translation in English? I already sacrificed
the caste markers of Malayalam language. Now one more loss seemed
too much so 1 thought I should keep this particular feature of the
language. Switching the languages was practical especially among urban
people or among the educated people, as most Indians are educated in a
trilingual system. This is found not only in Malayalam but in most
Indian languages. About code switching and code mixing in Indian
languages Rushdie writes:
. . . when I was growing up everyone around me was fond of
fooling around with words. It was certainly common in my
family, but I think it is typical of Bombay, and may be of
India, that there is a sense of play in the way people use
language. Most people in India are multilingual, and if you
listen to the urban speech patterns there you ’ll find it’s quite
characteristic that a sentence will begin one language, go
through a second language and end in a third. It’s the very
playful, very natural result of juggling languages. (The Salon
Interview, p. 1)

In Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal, the characters are not from town and
they don’t mix or switch languages as extensively as the town people.
Devi is educated and Basheer was a great traveler, so both of them use
English and Hindi words in their conversation. In Anuraghathintaey
Dhinangal Basheer and Devi use Hindi and English words which could
be understood only by educated people. It is also fashionable to switch
languages especially when people meet and depart. In my translation we
see:
After drinking the tea she bid me farewell in Hindustani:
“Main jathy hoom.”
“Achee bath prabhukumari.”
I kept the Hindi words as it wouldn’t be difficult for the reader to
understand the meaning from the context. I also didn’t give the
translation of the next sentence, which is Basheer’s response,
considering the fact that the reader can assume he would have replied in
kind.
Apart from code switching and code mixing there are some loan
words from English used commonly with an entirely different sense such
as “book post,” “dress,” “purse,” and “book stall.” It is common for
Indians to use “ bookstall” or “book shop” instead of “bookstore.”
“Purse” stands for “wallet.” “Dress” means “clothes.” “Medical school”
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becomes “medical college” in Kerala. I translated those words into
Standard English to avoid any confusion.
Along with the code mixing and use of foreign loan words in a
slightly different way, *t is difficult to translate puns. On one occasion
Saraswathy Devi says, “ Bhashadevikku lekhana sumangal arppikkan
marmshya samudhayathinte uddharanathinu vendiyulla sakthi
thankalkku sreekrishnan -srishtichavan - tharatte” The translation goes
like this: “Let Sree Krishnan - the creator - give you the power to offer
essays as flowers to the goddess of language, and the power to uplift the
mankind.” (52) Here I translated Bhashadevi as goddess of language.
The name of the goddess of language is Saraswathy Devi, also the name
of the female protagonist and only an Indian reader would understand
that. In other words when she tells him that the creator gives him the
power to offer essays to the goddess of language it is to offer the essays to
herself since she shares the name with the goddess. In order to get that
meaning I translated it as “Let Sree Krishnan - the creator - give you the
power to offer essays as flowers to Saraswathy Devi, the goddess of
language, and the power to uplift mankind.” Though I lost the literary
device pun I saved the meaning (Anuraghathinte Dhinagnal, 52).
Another major issue I encountered in translation was the tense of
verbs.

In Malayalam narrative is often in present tense, which is same

for most Indian languages. When I translated Malayalam into English, I
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found that maintaining the present tense was awkward. While, most
common literary tense in Malayalam narratives is the present in English
it is the simple past. There are many reasons why the narrative occurs
in the present tense in Malaylam. First, the stories in Malayalam are
closer to their oral roots. The writer puts the story on paper just like the
story teller acts it out in the present tense. Second, the present tense is
malleable: it need not always pinpoint now. For example if we analyze
the following paragraph:
So, we met each other. I at thirty-four, maybe thirty-six.
She at twenty-two and a half. Me with two thousand rupees.
Earned putting my grievances, thoughts, falls, fights, and
experiences down on paper and selling them.
Only the first and last sentences in this example match the tense in
Malayalam and the last sentence though is past has the effect of the
present tense. And the middle two sentences don’t have any verb in
Malayalam hence I translated it into fragmentary English. Fragments
work, but confuses the reader. In order to avoid the confusion resulting
from fragments I translated them into the simple past:
So, we met each other. I was thirty-four, or maybe thirty-six.
Devi was twenty-two and a half. 1 had two thousand rupees with
me. I earned them putting my grievances, thoughts, falls, fights,
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and experiences down on paper and selling them.
Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal, 13)
However, the problems of translation are more insidious than tense
forms or finding out the right phrases for one’s purpose. The more
enigmatic problems are translating the terms that are deeply intertwined
with a particular culture. For example when I was in Kerala I had heard
the term “date.” Even though I am English educated, I didn’t really
know what it was in its real sense as viewed by an American. In Kerala
even when you are in love with someone, you might not even touch the
woman for years. Basheer in this novel writes how he loved a girl for six
years and didn’t even touch her. Americans may ask what this is all
about. Loving without touching! Are they crazy! Is this spiritual love?
Don’t they have any emotions!

When I came here from my Kerala

background, a friend wanted me to go on a date with one of her friends.
I didn’t want to go on a date as I didn’t know what it was but as the girl
was irresistibly attractive I thought I would try and after asking my friend
thousand questions about the date I met the girl still accompanied by my
friend. She gave her number and asked me to call her later, and I called
her the following night (the first date was at night) to see if she wanted to
go for a coffee the next day. She told her friend she was offended as I
called her at night. That was the end of my first and last date. My friend
told me later American girls who are in their late twenties always have
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doubts about the sexual motives of their date. As I could never
understood the practice of dating in America there are some practices in
Kerala that are difficult for the readers in my target language to
understand. One such term is “murapennul,” which in Malayalam means
“a girl who is customarily a man’s bride” (his uncle’s daughter or
father’s niece).

And for girls it is “ murachrukkanl,” which means

“customary bridegroom.” If I translate “murappennu” into English as a
customary bride, this term doesn’t make any sense to American readers
in the same way “date” didn’t make any sense co me. Many such
cultural concepts occur in Anuraaghathintaey Dhinangal. Another one
term just like muracherukkan is padiyadachu pindam veykkuka. This is
a phrase used to show that one is thrown out of one’s family. Again this
term can be understood only by the cultural set up of Kerala. The three
represented main religions in Kerala are Hindus (56.1%), Muslims
(24.7%), and Christians (19%) (Kerala, 1). Among the Hindus there are
castes and subcastes. Among Christians there are many divisions, as
there are among Muslims. All these diverse religions and sects are
exclusive and often consider others as outcasts when it comes to serious
interactions like marriage. To be married outside of one’s religion is be
outside one’s own community. Among Hindus they refer to this as
padiyadachu pindam veykkuka which means “Close the gate and carry
out his/her funeral service.” This was the dilemma in Devi’s and
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Basheer’s case. Her family wouldn’t accept her relationship with
Basheer and would do the padiyadachu pindam veykkuka ritual.
Most of the cultural terms of Kerala couldn’t be translated
effectively unless I provided heavy footnotes. But as the footnotes take
away the fictional world, I avoided that.

I think Nida is right when he

said that the translator shouldn’t turn a straightforward piece into a
technical work that is long winded and difficult to understand.

Certain

sign relations like “date” and “customary bride” are built into the
languages which create a certain message and in translation these
relations have to be recreated in another language and culture. These
relationships cannot be reproduced exactly in another language but the
message has to be reached in the target text. I consider translation as a
negotiation and believe that there is loss and gain in the process of
translation. Here though I couldn’t often reproduce the exact word or
phrase I conveyed the meaning and thus the effect.
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CHAPTER I
These are my memories, my memories of Saraswathy Devi. This is
a lover’s diary.
Where do our memories of orv* another begin? Mine, from the
moment I saw her but she knew about me before then. There were
plenty of scars in our hearts. Were they self inflicted? They just didn’t
happen by themselves. We lived in our old wounds: laughing, cracking
jokes, and pining away in seclusion.
Why live like this?
One morning, about nine or ten, Saraswathy Devi came to me. I
was living near her house back then. When I say ‘house’ I don’t mean
an ordinary house. It was a large mansion with all the characteristics of
a Nair ancestral family. Railway lines ran by the massive plot where the
mansion stood. When the trains passed, the whole place shook. But
once you got used to it, you forgot the shaking. If I were about to begin a
mere story, I could name it “A Sad, Sweet, Desirable Poem.” That would
be more fitting. But this isn’t a story; it’s a part of naked life.
So, we met each other. I was thirty-four, or maybe thirty-six. Devi
was twenty-two and a half. I had two thousand rupees with me
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earned them putting my grievances, thoughts, falls, fights, and
experiences down on paper and selling them. I took my pen in hand with
the strong determination that “I ’d live off my writing.” I only had a pen,
lots of burning experiences, some intelligence, and some imagination. I
didn’t have any other necessities: just food, clothing, and housing. As
soon as I started writing I could no longer live in my home town. All the
local authorities turned against me. I became a solitary being. But my
books were still selling. I gained many friends when they learned how
much money I was making. I found helping hands everywhere. I was
invited to some wealthy homes. During those times I remembered the
long days of starvation, dismay, and apprehension.
I know I should skip all those incidents. But this is a preface. So I
must add them here. Though life has gone by in long years of days and
nights, to talk about experiences... “Woman” was a secret magical
phenomenon for me. 'Hiough I ’d seen millions of women, I don’t
remember ever seeing one naked, and the desire for a woman remained
in me like a thirst. Then came Saraswathy Devi.
Why did she come?
She came because I called her. Not for me but for her. I called her
because she needed something from me. After my bath and coffee, on
the morning I was talking about, I was lying on a recliner, wrapped in a
bath towel and smoking a cigarette. A servant boy from next door came
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over and handed me a flyer. It was about a celebration at some college.
There would be a speech competition on the subject o f ‘coeducation.’
‘Coeducation’ was underlined in green.
“Will you please write a speech on ‘coeducation?’” The servant boy
asked,
“W ho’s it for anyway?”
He pointed and said, “For the lady of that house.”
I didn’t know the lady. I hadn’t started watching the people in the
neighborhood yet, especially the women. First of all, I had a lot to write.
Second, there still remained the old persona of the sage in me. Third,
though I was thirsty, I felt that women were a burden. Whatever else I
might be, I was also passionate. And I felt curiosity when I saw this
miraculous phenomenon that shattered my peace. At the same time I felt
I shouldn’t approach a woman. But that lady I hadn’t seen or heard
about needed a speech. What did she think? Did she favor coeducation
or not? If she was against it, I wouldn’t be able to write anything.
I said to the boy, “Call her. I want to talk to her.”
He left to find her. I didn’t bother combing my hair, which only
covers one third of my head anyway. I didn’t even put on a shirt or a
dothi. I just sat there. No anxiety. Who was coming? A young woman
or an old lady? Dark or light? I wouldn’t think about it. Would the

person raise a storm in me? I didn’t think anything like that. I lay back
and smoked.
A pale young woman in a rose sari came through the gate. Maybe
from shyness, her face was also a rose color. Her eyes were shiny. Her
hair wasn’t tied back; it hung loose around her shoulders. Even her sari
looked as if it were put on quickly. There was a touch of sadness to her!
Yet she smiled. I ’d suddenly formed an opinion about this stranger.
Oh, this was a sad, sweet, desirable poem! A sad, sweet poem!
I didn't get up. She came to the porch and stood before me.
She smiled and asked in a beautiful, sweet voice, as if from her
inner heart, “Did you call me?”
I pointed to a chair. “ Please sit down.” She wouldn't sit. I
insisted, but she wouldn’t sit down. Smiling, she leaned against a pillar.
I sat back and lit a cigarette. Taking a puff l asked her, “ Do you
know who I am?”
“I know you. I ’ve seen your photo.
stories.”
“What do you do?”
“I ’m studying for my B.T”
“Are you a B.A student?”
“Bachelor of Science.”
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I ’ve also read most of your

I said, “I studied only till Fifth form. When I was a student I ran
away from home and joined India’s freedom struggle and wound up,
beaten up and I served my term in jail. Later I wandered throughout
India, and now, at last, I ’m here.”
The lady laughed. “I know some of those stories.”
“Right,” I said. “I can write the speech only if you agree with me. In
my opinion, we need coeducation.”
“I feel the same wray.”
“Then w e ll write it. When do you need this?”
“Today, perhaps? Right now?”
“What? Is it a flower to be plucked? I have to think about it a little
while.”
“A week then. But 1 must have it early, to memorize it. Can you
complete it today by four p.m., or perhaps tomorrow?”
“Will you speak well?”
The young lady laughed. Beautiful teeth. Pink fleshy lips.
Laughing heartily, she said, “Well enough."
“If you speak well,” I said, “then I'll write it.”
Slowly, she walked away, with a beautiful smile, like a sad sweet
desirable poem.
I didn’t write the speech that day. As she left, I watched her. She
went to the small house nearby. That was her house! It wasn’t the

house of a noble family. She must be penniless and innocent! I felt great
sympathy for her. Didn’t she have the potential to bubble the spring of
sympathy in men and thus get things done? Sadness, physical
weakness, beauty, discipline, humility - she had all these qualities. I felt
absolute sympathy for her.
Later 1 experienced anothe" emotion: I felt foolish. She wasn’t poor
after all. She belonged to the neighborhood’s largest Nair family. I only
learned that the next day. Her father, old and wise, was in his eighties.
Her aged mother walked as if saying, “please let me love you.” Her sister
thought, “You don’t like me, I know that.” Her brothers had a
threatening demeanor, “Who the hell are you?” How many brothers did
she have? I didn’t ask anybody. The family had three male servants and
a maid.
I didn’t know the family because I was new there at the time. I
learned the following after the inquiry: Her father was an estate
manager. He earned a great deal. He was also arrogant and cruel. He
cheated and destroyed many. He had set aside a big house to turn into a
temple as a penance for his old sins. It cost about 50,000 rupees. The
Subrhamanya idol, made by his order, lay at the bottom of the pond.
Both his daughters were unmarried.
Why wasn’t the eldest married? 1 wondered.
Depression?
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I began to watch her in secret. From my porch, I could see her
house. She and her sister would sit and read on the lower veranda. Her
mother and her brothers were often there. Her father always stayed
upstairs. She lived as if she were about to die at any moment. It seemed
as if she were saying “I don’t want to live.” Lassitude. Helplessness.
Was this because she was lonely? Why did a girl who was rich with a
good reputation, education and beauty feel so sad? Had she failed in
love? Yes... yes...

perhaps her heart was wounded! Just a guess.

What was her name? - No - I shouldn’t think about her. Let it go. And so
I forgot the matter. The next day, on her way to college (dressed up,
powdered, bespectacled, and with a smile that threatened the world), she
came to my door step.
“Did you write it?”
“No.”
With a questioning expression, she looked at me as if to say, ‘What
sort of person are you?’ Then she said with the typical drowsy smile.
“I ’d like to get it.”
“I ’ll write it today. Come after four o ’ clock.”
“Don’t forget.”
“I w on’t.”
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“I participated in the speech competition last year also. I only got
second prize. I haven’t won first prize yet. I want to get first prize this
year!”
Then she left seemingly undisturbed. I began to smolder inside.
She must win first prize! What should I write about? Coeducation.
Girls and boys studying together. Males and females getting to know one
another from the veiy beginning of life itself. Real human beings with
sexual appetites and other feelings. Trying to understand each other.
Driving away doubts and fears. Man and woman going forward,
together. I wrote a speech stating that all problems such as caste
segregation, political quarrels and slavery were due to the lack of
coeducation. Each student had only ten minutes for her speech. But
there was enough here to speak for a half an hour. I cut it down. I cut it
down again. I must have written at least hundred drafts. Finally I kept
one that was clean - finished.
She came back at four 'o clock with the lassitude of a desirable,
sweet poem.
“The speech needs some jokes. People have to laugh.”
After saying this, she smiled and went home. I wanted to run after
her and wring her beautiful neck. You hussy! You want some jokes! I
was furious. Bloody fool! Jokes! I condensed the entire world’s

knowledge into ten minutes - and now the audience had to laugh, too!
The nerve! Jokes! I have to sit here and be your slave and do all this?
I wrote the speech. I had to. And I added some jokes. I ’d come up
with a joke, laugh to myself, then write it down. When the speech was
completed I called her, content with myself. The next day was Saturday.
She stood before me wearing a white dress and a flower in her hair a real
Nair girl. I was standing by the gate. I was sure she wouldn’t be satisfied
with my effort. It was the work of four days - a four-page speech.
I said, “It’s probably not any good, but I ’ll read it anyway. Listen.”
I started to read. I didn’t even get through one page. Something
small happened. It seemed small to me anyway. One of the servants in
her house was going by with some clothes for his wife (white and black
spots on red). Forgetting everything, she stopped him on the way and
took them from him and admired them, running her hands over the
cloth. She wasted lots of time, asking the price and so on. When he left,
the beauty returned and said with a drowsy smile, “Pardon me. Keep
reading.”
I shivered. Bloody fool! I wanted to crumple up the speech and
throw it on her face.
...I read it again. When I finished, I asked her, “Is this what you
wanted?”
“It’s fine.” She smiled with gratitude.
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“Don’t expect that you’ll get first prize. Just go and speak. Make
sure your face is expressive when you speak. Even if a person spoke for
two hours on this subject she won’t be able to clarify anything. So what
can one say in only ten minutes? We intend to highlight certain points
regarding the subject.”
“What all my opponents told you makes sense according to their
viewpoints. I, however, stand for the valiant and beautiful progression of
mankind...” Go on like this. What do you think?”
“I will,” she said.
What modesty!
I asked her, “W hat’s your name?”
“Saraswathy Devi,” she whispered as if it were a sacred, heartfelt
secret.
I ’m very glad, Saraswathy Devi. I wish you all the best. Go then
and return victorious.
She left. I thought, the nuisance is gone, But was she really?
It was around four ’o clock. I stood by the gate. She was far,
walking down a country path with her usual sweet languor. Books
under her arm, an umbrella hanging on the forearm, a bunch of letters
in her hand. Maybe she had just gotten all those letters. She walked
slowly, opening and reading each letter. Lots of friends! Male or female?

I stood there wondering. She drew near. As soon as she glanced at me a
smile lit up her face, her heart shining though, glowing.
“I won first prize.”
“I ’m happy to hear it, very happy to hear it went so well.”

One day we talked about literature, art, etc. That was the time I
argued that art should aim at the overall development of mankind: I was
a member of the Progressive Art Committee.
I said, “But I don’t have an education like Saraswathy Devi.”
“Oh, education!” Saraswathy Devi said in a dismissive voice.
“So you ’re now insulting the progressive writers?”
“I ’m not insulting them. I ’ve read most of their works. But I still
can’t accept their opinions.”
“I can understand that. Miss Devi is a Hindu woman, a Nair girl.
The temple is your foundation: purification, oracles, engagements, the
basil floor, Ramayana and Bhaghavatham. Miss Devi believes in the
Vedic culture, grew up in Vedic tradition just like Muslims and
Christians grew up in their traditions. They have different histories and
different cultures. They made the world tremble, made history. They
brought forth new ways of thinking about the world. A Muslim or
Christian has more reasons to be proud and carried away than any Nair.
But it’s pointless to say anymore about this to Miss Devi, who
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understands history...The progressive writer only believes in progress.
He doesn’t understand religion. Everyone - Hindu, Muslim, Christian,
Buddhist, Sikh, Jew, and Parsee - is before him. Mankind’s healthy
progress...”
“I ’ve to go. Father will scold me.”
I trembled with anger. What a bloody fool! “You should go,” I told
her.
Devi didn’t go!
“Are you a communist?”
“I ’m an artist.”
“The purpose of art is to raise people’s moral conscience. Isn’t it?”
“No!” A storm began in my heart... A little girl speaking to me
about the end o f art!
“The purpose of the art is not to raise moral conscience.”
“What then?” she wondered.
“Leave,” I said, “Father will scold you!”
She peeked over the wall to her house. Only her mother and sister
were there.
“Father may be sleeping!”
I asked, “Why did you bring up the progressive writers just now?”
“A girl read some poems during her speech today.”
“So?”
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“They were by a progressive writer.”
“Which progressive writer?”
u

n

“Oh, h e’s just a crooner.”
“H e’s also on the Progressive Art Committee! He insults our literary
forefathers. I heard one of his speeches. He insulted Ezhuthachan,
Kerala Kalidasan, Vallathol, Ullooor, Asaan...Why did he do that?”
“I don’t know. Maybe because you people think of them as gods,
or incarnations. But they aren’t: they’re only human, like us. And they
have many flaws...”
“Even though they’re the ones who created the Malayalam
language,” Devi said.
“Created the Malayalam language?

Aren’t there many languages

in the world? Creation is the work of God. We have different opinions,
you and I. You should realize, Saraswathy Devi, that there is a world
outside our little state of Kerala.”
“Please let me go. It’s late. And I ’m hungry.”
“Go. You aren’t the only one w ho’s hungry.”
Devi left. I decided not to talk to her ever again. A real fool.
Coming here to talk about art. Art! You hussy!
I ’ve thought a great deal about art. Also read something about it.
Pictures, sculpture, dance, and literature - the last four to five thousand
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years...I thought: Why do men create art? Art - What is there in these
three letters? The entire universe...what is art?
I was working on a story. But thoughts of Devi were getting in the
way. I felt as if an invisible light from her house had kissed my heart and
disturbed me. Thought-waves!
I started watching Saraswathy Devi in secret.

I watched her

through my bedroom window. I watched her for hours. Devi would sit
there like the incarnation of gloom. She paced around or read. And
sometimes peeked at my house. What did she want?
If I saw Devi, I wouldn’t talk to her. If she asked me something I ’d
answer her curtly. I never smiled. The days passed like this. One day,
her servant brought me some steamed bananas. I accepted them, but
left them to rot. I didn’t ask who had sent them. I already knew. That
night I threw them out. The next day the servant boy returned. He
asked me to give his lady some books, and I did. When he brought them
back, they were wrapped in nice white paper. I tore off the paper and
threw it out the window. I stopped looking at her house.

If I saw Devi

by chance I turned away. Then something happened: I gave all my books
to Devi when the boy asked for more books. He didn’t ask for my books,
yet I wrote Saraswathy Devi’s name on them and sent them to her.
Within ten minutes Devi stood in front of me. I wanted to take her in my
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arms and kiss her, and say thousands and thousands of comforting
words.
She asked me, somewhat annoyed, “Why did you send me the
books for free? Let me pay you!”
I grew angry. “I gave them freely, not for money.”
You make your living by books, don’t you? What if you give your
books away to everyone? Let me pay you! I ’ve got money.”
“Oh, a rich girl? A Prabhukuman1” I thought she was going to pay
me. If she gave me bills, I ’d light them with matches. If she gave me
coins, I ’d throw them away!
I said, “I didn’t give you the books expecting to be paid.”
“Do you do this for everyone?”
She wanted to know the catch. I said, “No, They’re a gilt. It’s my
pleasure. I give books to my acquaintances.”
“Is that so?”
Suddenly, she grew tense. Was she going to throw a fit? Such
expression! Her breasts suddenly stiffened. The smell of a woman!
I said: “Think whatever you like.”
“Where are the other books you mentioned here?”
She didn’t know that I was staying here to write these books. I
said, “They will be coming soon.”
“I ’m eager to read them all.”
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“Once they’re released, I ’ll give you copies hot off the press.”
“Will you please come to our college and speak? I ’ll arrange it.”
“I w on’t speak. What I have to say, I say through my stories.”
“Still, couldn’t you come and speak?”
“I can’t. I ’m not well.”
“What’s the problem?’
“I ’m old...veiy old.”
“How old?”
“Thirty four.”
Devi left. I went upstairs to the window. She sat stooped over the
table, staring at my place. A sad and gloomy look.
What was in Devi’s heart?
Oh sad, sweet, desirable poem, what is there in your heart?

CHAPTER II
Around that time, I heard a story about Saraswathy Devi, about
her first dramatic love. I don’t know if it was her first, second or third.
However it was the first one I heard about. One of the gentlemen of the
area visited and asked me to tea. He just wanted to chat. He said that
his wife was preparing tea for me and then joked that she was in love
with me and I should try not to get him and his two children in trouble.
They were Nairs. They had a special interest in literature. I told him
that I'd steal his wife away and as we started walking towards his house,
Saraswathy Devi came out from the next door. Without any formal
pleasantries, she asked me, “Have the other books been published yet?
I'll go to Madras soon - Convocation.”
Did she know that the main reason to not give the book to the
press was Devi herself? When I started to shape the stories, Devi’s
image come to me.
I said, "I didn't give the books to the press. They might be ready
by the time you come back from Madras.”
“You'll have moved away by then.”

“No, I ’ll be here when you are back. When do you leave for
Madras?”
“Within two days.”
“Okay. I wish you all the best.”
We kept walking and we reached his home. His wife made fun of
my bald head and we laughed a lot. When we were about to have our
tea, one o f his neighbors came and joined us. He was unemployed. We
had seen each other earlier. When we were cracking some jokes after
drinking tea, my friend’s wife asked, “Why don’t you get married?”
I said, “At least a thousand men and women have asked me the
same question.”
“Do you hate women?” his wife asked.
“Oh, no. Not at all!”
“Has a woman cheated on you?”
I said, "No.”
“Then why don’t you get married?”
“It’d be very hard to live with a woman twenty four hours already.
Her fickleness and babbling would drive me crazy.”
“ Hmm, just let it out!” my friend’s wife said. “Oh God, I didn’t
know you ’d talk like this, if I ’d known I ’d have poisoned your tea.”
I said, “ Looking at your highness’s face, I’d have drunk it.”
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The husband looked at me. “My friend, see what a martyr I am?
For five years I ’ve been listening to the blathering of this woman. I ’ve
had to put up with that. I didn’t know you were such a good man!”
“Then go with him,” his wife said.
The young man from the neighborhood also spoke in favor of me.
My friend’s wife looked at us with murderous rage.
“Women are bad! Yet you men trail after them like puppies!”
My friends started ticking off examples of fickle women. I asked,
“Do you know that girl with the glasses?”
“Oh, Saraswathy Devi,” The husband looked at his neighbor. “He
knows a story about her. They all studied together. She was in love with
one of his friends. He’s in Madras now. What were you about to say?”
But I ’d lost interest. My heart began to smolder. Madras.
Convocation...But I told my story cheerfully, without changing
expression. I told them how she’d gone to look at the clothes from the
servant boy when I was reading her the speech I ’d written.
“Saraswathy Devi had vowed that she’d only wear white clothes.”
After a moment the neighbor man began saying: “ Everything I say must
be secret. I know you both are acquaintances but don’t go and ask Devi
about this. Also don’t tell her that I told you this.”

“No.” I started to bum inside. A whistling filled my head. I didn’t
even fully comprehend what he told me. I lost my train of thought. But
why? Did I really love Saraswathy Devi?
This is what I heard about Devi, and when I heard this, I was
jealous. W asn’t she a beautiful girl?
“While she was in school she fell in love with a student named
Appu. He wasn’t that handsome. Too dark. A wonderful football player.
Their love was perfect.

They decided that they’d wear only white

clothes. They exchanged many love letters. Every day Appu used to go
to Devi’s house. Devi’s brothers were against relationship. So he used
to go to her home when none of her brothers were there. One day when
Devi’s brother came home, he saw her sitting on Appu’s lap. Devi’s
brother jumped at him with an open pen knife. Devi got between them:
“Stab me. Appu came here because I called him.” Her brother cut her.
On the wrist.... After that incident Appu left town. He began his life in
Madras. They exchanged letters religiously. Devi used to correspond
with another college girl someone, Appu knew. Appu used to talk about
his relationship with that girl. One day this girl made fun of their true
love! She showed him one of Devi’s letters: “A lecturer in the college loves
Devi! He’s deeply in love with her. Devi started wearing colorful
clothes.” “Your sacred love!

The lady laughed at Appu.

I ’ve only heard rumors about what happened next: Appu went and
had a colored suit made, and he sent back the photo with the chain on
his neck. All that I know was told to me by my neighbor. Appu and he
were good friends. He saw all the letters.”
I couldn’t take in what he was saying.
“Appu was confined in a hospital. (Or the other girl’s house)
Anyway he married the nurse who took care of him. Devi fainted when
she heard the news. She stayed in bed for a long time. She is only just
beginning to feel better. Lately she has started wearing silk saris and
other colorful clothes. You won’t tell her I told you this, will you?”
I felt I should console Devi. Holding her close to my heart, holding
her tight, I wanted to whisper into her ear, “Oh sad, sweet, desirable
poem! I love you”

I wanted to kiss every inch of her body. But 1 didn’t

show my feelings. I decided earlier I shouldn’t drive myself crazy. Still, if
I saw Devi’s form, I ’d feel pain. I spent my days burning inside.
I saw Devi coming over to my house. She was dressed up to go to
Madras. She was wearing a black silk sari and a white blouse. As soon
as I saw her I went to the pool. I knew she was coming to say goodbye. I
knew she’d come back after two weeks. When she returned I shouldn’t
be here. I should end this love! But how?
I thought about Saraswathy Devi’s disfigurements and her
fickleness. Devi thought she was beautiful and considered herself a
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wonderful orator. She didn’t have any original thoughts; her heart
brimmed over wkh old beliefs. Her heart was badly wounded. There
wasn’t enough meat on her bones. Were her breasts saggy?
Only her clothes were beautiful, her face powder, and her glasses.
When she walked with her hair pulled back tight in a bun, her chicken
neck and the slouching posture were exposed - In all respects, she was
feigning youth. Another matter: such a pale complexion! Her brothers
and sisters were dark, her mother light, her father brown. How did Devi
get such a pale complexion?
I couldn’t forget her. I always thought about her. She’d come
from Madras next week. She shouldn’t see me then, so I left. I took
back all the books I ’d loaned to Devi’s siblings before she had a chance
to read them. Then I moved to another house with all the boxes, beds,
tables, chairs and books. I tried to concentrate on the girls around
there. But it didn’t work. I couldn’t look at them. Something else
happened then. One of Devi’s male acquaintances wrote an article
insulting the progressive writers. It had all the childish arguments that
Devi had made. I started guessing many things connecting the two of
them. I thought long and hard. When I met Devi’s brother, he asked me
if I saw the article that was so insulting the progressive writers. I asked:
“W asn’t it written by Saraswathy Devi? It was good! Did she come back
from Madras?”

She had.
She came back to my heart too, forced her way in. Thinking about
her. Always, thinking about her. Ripples of Devi’s thoughts washed over
me. What was her story? Why did Saraswathy Devi think strongly about
me? No, I ’d to hate her, forget her. Once, when I was standing on the
roadside, I saw Devi at a distance. She saw me. I knew, as she drew
near, that she’d talk to me, smile at me. I didn’t want that to happen. I
went back to my room. I wanted her to go. Why did she come to me?
Not wanting to see her again every day, I left the place. When I
was in my new home, on the fifth day, Devi’s first letter arrived! It was
hand delivered by her youngest brother. I tore the envelope open. A long
letter:
Dear Friend,
I ’m writing this letter only because o f my respect fo r you. We met.
Why did we separate like ships on the ocean after one hour o f long sweet
conversation? Why do clouds o f misunderstanding spread between us?
There is no connection between that article and me. Trust me. I don’t love
him as I love you. You have to believe this. H e’s only an acquaintance;
that’s all. Soon after graduating, I worked in a neighborhood school. He
was a teacher there; that’s all.
I accept certain views in that article. Other than that, I have no any
connection whatsoever with the article. I can’t accept the views o f the
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progressive writers. They see only the disgusting parts o f life. Why do
they depict the revolting side? I believe that the purpose o f literature is to
make us moral.
After that she wrote she was twenty two and a half and that she’d
had lots o f heartbreaking experiences. Many people have many problems,
she wrote, but all those problems don’t belong in literature. Literature
should entertain the mind. Then this: she wanted the letter back after I
read it. The letter ended like this:
I like you. But we may not see each other. Don’t come to my house
to argue with me after reading the letter. My father will kill me. My dear
friend, pardon me. D on’t misunderstand me. May God help you!
With love,
Saraswathy Devi

That was Saraswathy Devi’s first letter. And the continuing
events. It was the preface.
I sent a short note with her brother. “I don’t misunderstand you.
It was good that you sent me a letter. I ’m not sending back your letter
that came as an unexpected blessing. Now I want to warn you that I ’ll
be sending a long letter, later!”
Actually, my threatening came after only a week. I thought a lot. If
I wrote her, my love would show. What would be the result?
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I wrote a letter without revealing my true feelings:
I like you too, Devi. Why did I feel the day I saw you that you were
a sad, sweet, desirable poem? Progressive literature doesn’t depict the
rotten side o f human life. The progressive writers are those who write
consciously, believing that mankind will have a good future. For the time
being please think o f literature as a mirror o f life. Everything will be there.
Progressive writers don’t create their works Just fo r entertainment. I ’m not
saying your opinions are right or wrong. I ’m only sorry that I can’t agree
with them. The other man’s article is really childish. I don’t have anything
else to say about it. I ’m ending this letter fo r now. I fe e l sick in my in
mind and body. Hoping that you are fme.
All the best...

I wrote a letter like this and sent it to her home address. I copied
the letter into a big notebook before sending it. After several days, after I
had given up hope, I got a reply:
Dear friend,
I don’t like the artist who doesn’t believe the purpose o f art is to raise
one’s moral conscience. Yet I don’t have any personal grudges against
you. I ’ll pray that you get well quickly. Let Sree Krishnan - the Creatorgive you the pow er to offer essays as flowers to the goddess o f language,
to Saraswathy Devi, and give you the power to uplift mankind. I may not

answer your next letter. I like you, though. I f you don’t mind, please give
me your permanent address. Do you want to keep something to remember
me by? I ’ll give you a world renowned book, the autobiography o f
Mahatma Gandhi, the uplifter o f the Arshabharath, stained only by my
name. I expect both my letters returned to my college address. You must
send them back; not sending them would be ungentlemanly.
May God help you.
With love,
Saraswathy Devi
I didn’t send an immediate reply. I put it off for many days. In the
meantime, I met Devi and spoke with her. She told me she knew Hindi.
I asked her to translate some stories from Hindi to Malayalam. Then she
told me that she had written a stoiy: an imitation of my stoiy! She told
me, “Don’t misunderstand me. I imitated a writer whom I liked. Send it
back to me after you review it.”
The next day, I met her again. I was standing on my front
doorstep. Devi was returning from college. When she saw me, she came
over. She looked at me and smiled.
Oh sad, sweet, desirable poem!
She had a big bouquet in her hand. I guessed that she must have
won it in the speech competition. She held it up proudly. She’d
wrapped her hair up tight and it looked awful. After half an hour I went
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to see her. She told me she’d felt chest pains as she gave her speech
that day and asked if I could find her a book on Methodology or
Pedagogy. I went back home saying that I would. I wrote lots of letters
to Devi, but didn’t send them. I poured my heart into my letters. Devi
was all I thought about. I couldn’t keep myself from writing her. What if
I didn’t send them?
“Why didn’t you send my letters back?” Devi asked the next
morning on her way to college.
I said, “I just didn’t.”
“You should.”
“I will.”
“Not to my house, to college.”
“I know.”
“Oh!” Devi walked away. She had pulled her hair into a tight bun
again! And her clothes didn’t fit her.
I saw her again about 4:30 or 5:00, on the path near my house. At
some point in our conversation, Devi told me she was a revolutionary!
I kept myself from laughing. “What revolution?”
“All the professors in the college say so.”
“Th at’s because you’re outgoing and talk to everyone! I don’t see
any revolution in that!

Then we started talking about a woman who was a good orator,
famous, with several degrees. As Devi invited me again to college to
speak, I told her, “I ’ll talk to this woman, she’ll come and speak.”
“She’s bad!”
“What do you mean, “bad”? Be careful - she’s my friend.”
Devi was upset. “Oh I know the history o f her body; I know her
heart too. She...she...she may be your friend! She may be your admirer!
Your...!”
She turned back with anger and plucked a grass blade from the
fence, squeezed it between her fingers and tossed it away.
To change the subject, 1 asked her: “Where’s the story?”
Suddenly her expression changed. She was a smiling young
woman, innocent but mature.
“My story isn’t any good."
“Th at’s okay, w e’ll make it good.”
“If I should enter into the world of literature you ’ll have to hold my
hand.”
“Okay...agreed.”
That evening 1 went to the house where I used to live, in Devi’s
neighborhood. I went to see my communist friends who were living
there.
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After I arrived, Devi came over. I don’t know if she came because
she saw me going in. (Devi knew everybody.) We were talking. I was the
president of the cultural association of the Student Federation. They
made me President without my wholehearted consent. Its rival
organization, The Student Congress, also tried to make me the president
of their association. Though the communist and congress parties were
rivals, I was friends with both. But I was more attached to the
communists. Their leaders were my old buddies. I ’d been in jail with
most of them. It was the same way with the congress and the militants.
The Student Federation’s conference was going on and the Cultural
organization was conducting its art festival that night. Devi told me she
had won a prize for an oratory competition. (The gentleman who
presided over that function told me earlier that he had given the prize to
my friend Saraswathy Devi.)
I told Devi: “I didn’t hear about the speech. I ’d have come if I’d
known you were speaking.”
“Oh, everyone told me that you don’t go to that sort of thing.”
“ Usually I don’t, but 1 would have attended this one.”
During our conversation, Devi tried to refute the communists’
opinions. She didn’t believe in the communists’ strategies.
She put a question to the nearby communist: “Why do you agree
with the dissenting Muslim strategy?”
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“Aren’t their interests’ right? That is a mass organization. Why
don’t Gandhiji and Congress accept their interests?” The communist
retaliated.
You mean we must cut India in two? Should we accept Jinna’s
argument that Congress is a Hindu party? I don’t understand what
you’re saying. Devi turned and asked me, “Don’t you have any opinion?”
I asked. “W hat’s Devi’s concern?”
“Are you a communist?”
I couldn’t help laughing.
“I ’m an artist.”
‘Oh... What do you think about communist policy?”
“Nothing special. Devi should understand one thing. Communist
comrades don’t believe in anything other than communism.”
‘What about their change in color?”
“Policy. The aim is communism.”
“What do you think about their belief that the Second World War
was a people’s war between the British butchers who kept India under
slavery and the Hitler Germany?”
“I ’m not a politician. America was also a partner in the war.
When communist Russia joined ... Anyway, that wretched war is over.
What’s the use of quarrelling over whether it was a people’s war or an
imperial one?”
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I left.
I saw Devi in the conference hall that night. There were many
women. As soon as Devi saw me, she came over. She introduced me to
many young ladies. (I knew most of them. They were my friends, too.)
Devi asked me to write a play for their college anniversary.
There had to be love and jokes. “Life without love is empty.”
I agreed. After the art festivities, a bunch of young ladies and
communists were walking behind someone carrying a big gas lantern.
On the way, Devi met me.
“Let’s go this way.” She invited me to come along. There were
arguments on the way as usual. Communists presented their strong
arguments. Devi had no answers for them. I felt bad seeing her in that
position. I told them, “Devi is all heart, an idealist. She w on’t
understand your policy.”
Devi was happy. She said, “I ’m sentimental.”
“Good!”
When we were nearing my place Devi grew angry again.

Anger

was on her nose. The cause was the communists. I consoled her. Then
that old monster question: “Are you a communist?”
“Only an artist”
Oh! She was angry enough to tear me to pieces. Everyone stopped
in front of my house. Most of the ladies bid me goodnight.
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“Goodnight, Mahakavi.”
“Goodnight Devi! Goodnight all!”
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CHAPTER III
The fifth night I wrote another letter to Devi. I bought a light rosecolored letter pad specifically for writing her. My ninth reply: I shredded
the first eight letters. They were in the corner of the room. The ninth:
Dear Devi,
Let the letters remain with me since they came to me unexpectedly
as a blessing.

Let them be stay forever. I ’m not sending them back. That

might not be gentlemanly. All right. But is it lady-like to ask fo r

lem

back?
Devi, pardon me. It took so long to reply. I didn’t forget but I didn’t
write, either. I wrote six or seven letters. I feared that I poured too much
o f my heart into them. So I tore them up and threw them away in my
room. Don’t misunderstand me. I like you, Saraswathy Devi. I respect
you, too. I believe you’re a good woman.
Did you pray fo r me, Devi? Perhaps that was just words!
Send me the stories you have already written. When I say here I ’m writing from my room. It’s probably after three in the morning. There
isn’t much time before daybreak. After writing this letter and mailing it at
the post office, I ’ll come back and drink some tea and lie down. My
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permanent address is on the top o f the letter. This will be my address
until I leave town.
I ’ve written fo r the books that you’ve requested. I f they’re available
somewhere w e’ll get them. I asked all the bookstores here but there are no
titles in that category.
Don’t forget the translations I mentioned. Please spend your free
time only working on those translations. I don’t want to see you just as a
translator. Don’t you’ve any experiences? Put them all together as
independent art form s and let them shine. Good luck. These aren’t empty
words. Devi, you should accept my heartfelt wishes. There must be one
idea in your heart. You know what I think? I think you should write a
novel, your story. All your experiences, hopes, failures and dreams should
be reflected in it. I didn’t mean just your story; a Nair girl’s story. A vivid
picture o f two Nair families with all the trails and tribulations o f life. But
don’t write it believing that the purpose o f art is to generate moral
conscience in the mind o f the people. Tell a story. And everything will
come out in that - that’s all. I have something to say about this. I ’ll tell
you the next time we meet.
Devi, I don’t want the autobiography o f the innovator o f the Rishi
world. Not because that was tainted by your name. You could tear the
tainted part out and send it to me! But I could remember you without
having anything. Do you want to hear something funny? When I receinved
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the second letter commanding me to send back all the letters, I got angry.
Not real anger but a beautiful anger mixed with grief and the like. I
thought, Oh... you might not be able to sleep with the sacred letters o f a
Hindu girl in the hands o f a Muslim man. I f so, I should send them to you.
Then I went and bought a new gramophone record and wrote on it: “A
Sad, sweet, desirable poem. ” And so I came here. I tried the new records
on the gramophone: two good songs, sung by the renowned Pankaj Mallik.
It was a Muslim’s poem: it had both grief and sweetness. It would stay in
the mind too.
“Jabb chand mera nikkla/*
The other side:
“Jise meri yaad na aaye/”
“Two songs like this. When my moon comes out.... She doesn’t
remember me... Songs. I keep hearing them. I must write much more.
Devi, you should send me your short story.
Devi, please send me a reply quickly. Don’t delay in retaliating. You
seem hot-tempered. Why did you become so angry last night? Didn’t you
believe my answer was true? I ’m an artist, nothing else. No other label.
You must believe this.
Devi, it’s almost dawn. I sat a long time before writing each
sentence. You must understand that your thoughts are always in my
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heart. Are you awake now? I want sleep, anyway. Send me a reply
soon. Wishing you all the best fo r your mind and body.
With Love

I didn’t get a reply. Days passed. One day I saw Devi on the way to
college.
“Didn’t you get my letter?” I asked.
“Got it.” Her words were clipped.
As there were other students, we couldn’t say anything more. The
same day, Devi’s brother brought me her story. I thought it was the
reply to my letter! But the story was just a dried imitation of one of my
stories without any emotion or experience. The phrase “The sad, sweet,
desirable poem” surfaced once or twice.
“My sister says she wants it corrected today.”
“There’s nothing to correct. Why does she need it today?”
“To send it somewhere.”
“If it’s for some short story competition, then she shouldn’t send
it. I ’ll write a story for her. Let her copy it and send it. This story isn’t
any good.”
I didn’t think my comments would hurt her. I saw Devi that
evening.
“W asn’t my story any good?” she asked sadly.
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“You should write stories based on your own experience.”
“Then give my story back. I ’ll tear it up!”
“Don’t do that. Where do you want to send your story, anyway?”
She didn’t answer.
I wrote a new story, completed half, and went to see her that
night. I asked for her.
“Darling, will come soon,” one of her brothers told me. Outside
there was thunderstorm. I waited for her. Two hours!

She didn’t come.

I completed the story that night. I saw her the next day. Only
then did I understand that Devi had kept a copy of the story and sent it
somewhere!
“That thingummy isn’t a story! The same style had come in the
competition held by the Student Federation. It was I who decided the
prize. Don’t write anything anymore without your experience in it.”
There were three prabhukumari's in the story. I told her about
that word.
Devi was quite upset, “I ’m a prabhukumaril There’s sincerity in
that.”
There was a short background of Devi in the story at the
beginning; the seventh daughter, prabhukumari.
I said, “That stoiy is lousy.”
“Then, I ’m not going to write anymore.”
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“You should write, but don’t imitate my style. Don’t imitate
anyone. I write from my own experience. You write from your
experiences.”
As we talked we walked to the house where I used to live. As soon
as we got there, Devi engaged in an argument with the communists. She
was talking about something that she didn’t really know. I felt bad
seeing her trapped in their arguments. My heart wept. I sent one of the
comrades for some tea in order to change the subject.

The comrade

went to the tea shop with a jug and brought back some tea. I myself
poured it into a glass and gave to Devi.
She poured half of it back into my glass and told me, “I don’t need
this much.” After drinking the tea she bid me farewell in
Hindustani:
“Main jathi hoon.”
“Achee bath prabhukumari.”
Devi left. I sat there till seven or eight in the night: laughing,
cracking jokes and chatting. But my thoughts were about Devi Saraswathy Devi!
Did Devi love me?
Was she in love with me? Poor girl, she suffered too much. As 1
was thinking these things, I heard Devi’s voice over the wall. She was
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reciting a poem in a melancholy vice. It wasn’t veiy loud, more like a
hum. Was it for me to hear?
Main jatha koonl I bid everybody goodbye.
Was she in love with me?
Did she write her story imitating my style because of her special
love for me? Hadn’t she read others’ stories? If not she should read
them. I bought 12 books.

Bhaui, by Ponjikkara Raphi
Ponnumkudam, by K Saraswati Amma
Kadaksham, by Joseph Mundassery
Karoor kathakal by Karoor Neelakanda Pillai
Moodupadathil, by Lalithambika Antharjanam
Annathe Nadakam, by P. Kesava Dev
Hridaya Nadam, by Ponkunnam Varkkey
Dhalamarmmaram, by Nagavally R.S. Kurup
Aparadhikal, by C. Achyuthakuruppu
Changathikal,

by Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai

Neerchalukal, by P.C. Kutdkrishnan
Manimalika, by S.K. Pottakkat
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I wrapped all these books in paper. I didn’t get any other writer’s
books. Without writing an> thing in them, I sent those twelve books to
Devi’s college address as a mere book post. I sent a letter later.
Hey, Prabhukumari,
This letter isn't fo r you. This is fo r my dear Saraswathy Devi. Devi,
I'm sending you some books. Please read these collections o f short stories
at your convenience. Read them carefully.
Whenever you write stories, write from your own experiences. Don't
forget this. Please look back to your own life. Aren't there some painful
and unforgettable events in your life? Depict those moments beautifully,
with much enthusiasm, without losing the heat o f the emotion.
Devi, if I said something wrong in our conversation, please forgive
me. You should always remember that I never had any intention to
hurting or upsetting you. When l saw you Devi, I noticed you were a
woman who had suffered a lot. That was why I felt you were “a sad
sweet desirable poem. '
The poem filled with sadness is mine. Do you hear me, Devi? I ’ll
shape it into a new story. A sad sweet desirable poem... its copyright is
fo r me. Remember!
When I saw you the first time, your face was the color o f this rose
letter pad. I don’t have anything more to say you Devi. Don't participate in
too many speech competitions. Devi, you don’t have enough strength.
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When I saw you the other day, you told me that you had something like
chest pain. Replenish yourself. Regain you strength. Restore your energy
- your energy.
Wishing you all the best.

After a few days, Devi sent me a reply. Everyday I waited anxiously
for it. Now, here was Devi’s letter; love was spilling out of that tender
heart.
Prabhukumari has money. Why do you spend money on me? Hey,
Poor lord! Are you so rich that you can afford to spend so much money on
others? I ’ll send you the money! Don’t make the prabhukumari a free
reader. The first daughter... seventh child... D on’t make her a free reader.
You should send all my letters back. I trust you. The creator will reward
you fo r trying to alleviate the grief o f this sad sweet desirable poem. Isn’t
that enough? I f not I ’ll promise you my hearty friendship. Isn’t that
enough, isn’t that enough fo r the poor lord? Pardon me fo r the license I
take based on our short-term acquaintance. If all your stories are true, I
believe you’ve a heart to pardon me. You should always write my address
in English. The women in this area are real poison. If I fa il this year, the
blame will be put on your head. Will you please accept the position o f guru
fo r this girl, who wishes to enter into the world o f literature? I won’t give
you any reward fo r that. Though hot-tempered, I’m innocent. Don’t hurt
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this innocent lady. Some fam ily matters left wounds in my heart. Will you
obey my order and make this desirable poem a griefless one? Will you be
a guru fo r this disciple? You should write the play. There must be love
and jokes. Please send a reply soon.
With love,
Saraswathy Dem

What was the meaning of Saraswathy Devi’s letter? Was the
prabhukumari in love with me? Or was this a trick?
I went. I saw Devi on the pathway. It was pouring rain. Devi was
dripping wet under her small umbrella. We were in the rain for half an
hour.
“Why did you send me the books? I ’ll pay you! Or return themi”
“I don’t want your money. Burn them when you are done. Don’t
give them back!”
“Then what will I do?"
“Read them all and take the one you liked the most and make the
author your guru.”
“I like your style!”
“Are you serious? But, there are many differences of opinion
between us. By the way, can I ask you one thing? What did you write in
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the letter? Is it the way you really feel? You must pass your course this
year. Don’t try to put the blame on my shoulders.”
“I didn’t mean it!”
“You didn’t mean it? Then I ’m not going to write a reply!’
I left.
The next day Devi asked me for some gramophone records. There
was a gramophone in one of the neighboring houses and the girl in that
house wanted some of my new records. They weren’t for Devi!
“If they’re not for you, I won’t give them. Do you want them?”
“I don’t want them.”
“I want them,” Devi’s sister called out from the yard. It was the
first time that young lady had looked at me in the face. All those days,
when I lived there, she’d see me and she’d run away, her head down, her
long thick hair loose on her shoulders. Why did she suddenly show this
much affection for me?
“Agreed, I ’ll give you the records, Saumini!”
“I'm not going to be a party to this,” Devi said. “ Understand?”
Devi commented.
“Did you hear that Saumini?” I asked.
The same day I packed all my gramophone records and gave them
to Saumini. Something hilarious happened that afternoon about 4:00.
My mind was racked with pain. The lousy piece I ’d commented on was
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sent to the short story competition held by the Student Conference. And
they gave it first prize!
“Look at the prizes.” Devi brought two or three books and showed
me.
“Good. But I don’t see why it won. A lousy story! Not a story at
all!”
I left. I wouldn’t see Devi anymore! I ’d send all her letters back. I
decided to change my residence again the next day. I rented a small
mansion for 20 rupees, near a zoo, one and half miles away from the
house where I used to live. The same day when Devi wasn’t home, I
went in and took the records. I wanted to live without seeing Devi. I was
in a frenzy of rage: love, doubt, anger, sympathy; everything was boiling
in me. Old thoughts too. Days passed. Thoughts! Always thoughts
about Devi! I wrote a reply. I tore it up. I wrote another. I tore it up.
More news: Devi wrote my name on the picture of the listening white dog
on the cover of “His Master’s Voice” record box. She gave the dog ink
tears. The tear drops trickled down from its eyes. Also on the record, she
added an “est!” “Saddest sweet poem.” Not bad! She was smart!’
She wanted me to write a drama? And she needed love and fun in
it!
I went. I waited at the neighbor’s house and called her. She came
without changing out of her casual clothes.
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“Someone told me that you called, and here I am. How do you like
your home? Are well?”
“So, so,” I said and then: “Devi, that white dog on the record box.”
She said with a hearty smile, “I ’m the one who wrote that.”
“Good!”
“Oh, though I didn’t mediate in this business, why did you take it
back so soon? Did anyone tell you that we were dacoits?”
“Didn’t you listen to all the songs?”
“We sleep at night! Can it be finished within one or two nights?”
“Do you want it back?”
“No, not again.”
“Right. About the drama -- it w on’t work.”
“Why?”
“W on’t it be performed by girls? i don’t feel inspired. I ’ve seen
girls in boys’ parts before. If anyone wanted to know, I ’d tell him the
most disgusting thing in the world is a woman acting the part of a man.”
“W e’ll perform well.”
“But there will be revolution in my play.”
“W e’ll like that.”
“The hero v/ill be bald.”
“No, not that. Women don’t like bald men.’
“Then, I w on’t write it.”
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“I mean in the drama.”
“Oh!” I said; “I ’m very happy. Very happy.”
Silence.
“Do you want me to enter into the world of literature?”
“/didn’t ask anyone’s permission to enter into the world of
literature!”
“There should be someone to encourage me!”
I kept quiet.
“I ’ll write only if someone encourages me. Should I write?”
“It’s already been proven that my opinion has no value.”
“Pardon me.”
I said, “Is it true what you wrote in that letter? If it isn’t true don’t
write to me like that anymore. I ’m very busy. Don’t waste my time.
Don’t you know I ’m not a prabhukumaran.”
Silence.
I said, “I ’ve learned that you asked some others besides me about
the books needed for your education. Devi has many friends. I ’m only
one of many. 1 don’t like that position!”
Silence.
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CHAPTER IV
I don’t want to hurt or depress Devi. But I don’t like to look
ridiculous. Such thoughts! I know that Devi thinks about me and looks
forward to my letters.
“I looked for your letters today.” Devi told me when she happened
to meet me on her way home.
“And why should I send them!” I said indifferently.
Both our hearts were hurrying to be together. Anxiety, doubts,
love! Thought waves! Psychic impressions! Anxious thought waves were
washing over me. Was I deceiving myself? How would I open my heart?
Anyway I ’d write to her. I ’d know either way. I wrote. But before the
letter reached her, the bomb went off.
I was copying this letter. I knew that Devi was deep in thought
about me. I wrote:
Dear Saraswathy Devi,
I ’m sending back all the letters. It is not due to misunderstanding
nor hatred but only because you asked fo r them. I don’t want to hurt you.
I don’t wish to steal the blessing that came unexpectedly.
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It seems that you don't trust me. I can't befriends with someone
who doesn't trust me completely.

That’s the truth. Our love shouldn’t be

built on lies and doubts. Do you hear me, sad sweet desirable poem! Why
do you close your heart? Open your heart and speak to me. I can
understand you, respect you.
I must speak not to the cluster o f lies and hypocrisy, but to the sad
sweet desirable poem that I love, to my Saraswathy Devi's heart, to her
essence. I f you’ve given your heart to somebody - if you are keeping that
fo r someone - my dear friend, I bless you, and wish you all the best. Devi,
let your heart be an aromatic garden. Let new streams o f songs spring up.
Let the clouds o f grief drift away. Let there appear a beautiful moonrise o f
happiness appear. Saraswathy Devi, I wish you happiness.
I ’m leaving. From now on use one side c f the paper only. I ’ll reply
on the back. Did you destroy all my letters? I ’m leaving this place. I ’ve
been fed up with it fo r a long time. Nevertheless, I ’m waiting fo r your
reply. I got my mother’s letter from home. I f I don’t go home soon, she’ll
come here along with my youngest brother! Old age. I must go. Devi,
send me your reply soon. Today even. I want to leave this place after I get
your reply.
Devi, how did your head become wounded? I hope I ’m not bringing
up p is t sorrows. Devi, put them into stories. Just a reminder: study well
and graduate, don’t put the blame on this bald head.
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Next, about your becoming my disciple. Devi, will you listen tc me?
Think about that, Devi. Read all the books that I gave you and accept the
one who is closest to your heart as your guru. I shall introduce you to that
person. Think about this. I ’ll never accept any suggestions from my
disciple which aren’t suitable fo r me. My disciple should always accept
my suggestions. What do you think? Dear sweetie, only reply after
thinking well. There is a wide gap between the two o f us.
Devi, you told me earlier, “I don’t like the artist who doesn’t believe
the purpose o f the art, above all, is to raise moral conscience.”
Two questions:
What is art?
What is morality?
Darling, don’t worry. I don’t need the answers right now. You just
think about them, read about them, then think about them some more. The
purpose o f life and art is the same. Suppose fo r a moment that there is
God. And God is an artist.

He is the first and the last artist. Both you

and I are two creations o f that artist. That great artist’s humble creation this artist - thinks:
What is the purpose o f creation?
What is art?
Art. In those three letters 1 see this great universe and alt beings. To
what purpose? To what end?
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There are thousands, thousands o f answers to these questions.
Devi, accept the one you like.
I ’m leaving. Innocent lady, please send me a reply soon. Don’t
delay.
We met each other. As you might put it: like ships on the ocean... or
like the solitary birds in the sky. Your choice. We met each other. Now
we must part. We may not see each other ever again. Yet there will be
memories. Loving memories? Jabb chand mera nikkala/ When my moon
came out!
Listen, baby, Why is there so much grief? Will you tell me? Who
wounded your heart?
Oh sad, sweet, desirable poem!
Everybody has a wounded heart. What is the use o f looking back
and worrying about priceless past moments? They’re over. That’s the
reality. We’re staying alive, that’s another reality. Live! Live! But decide
on yourown, what to live for, whom to live for.
My dearest Saraswathy Devi! I love you. I really love you. My
body, my heart, my spirit loves you. Devi, do as you wish. But, don’t hurt
me; don’t insult me; never try to test me. Believe me, please. Believe me
with all your heart. We’ve experienced much in our lives. A past issue: I
had a love affair with a girl six years ago. Finally she hurt me through her
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letters. D on’t try to finish me o ff the same way. Devi, you’ve many male
friends. Don’t add me to that great collection! Call me i f you have no one.
I wish you all the best, Devi
Your artist
When I was about to copy the letter and send it to her, I got a letter
from Devi. I wanted to cry out loud. It was like committing suicide to
alleviate the anxiety! It cut my heart. I was stunned.
Brother,
Don’t send me a reply. Forget me. I should have known that there
is no place fo r a crow near the cuckoo. Let all success come to you. Before
going, please write something in my autograph book.
Devi.
I was stupefied by her letter. Crow and the cuckoo. I wrote
nothing more. Why should I? I put down my pen. It had been years
since I cried. I cried - I cried my heart out. My Devi made me cry. I
grabbed all the letters, the letter pad, the pen, the story I wrote for her; I
went downstairs. The pen had no cap. I thought I locked my house. But
everything was wide open. I went straight to the college, only then did I
realize that it was Bakrid that day - a holiday! 1 called a taxi and went to
her home. For the first time I passed through the gate to her house.
Inside the gate, Saumini was reading. I sat on the small fence and asked
her, “Where?” Saumini understood. She made a gesture: “On the bed.
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Sorry. I ’m going to call her!” Saumini ran into the house. I didn’t care
about anything, even if someone was watching me sit here inside a Nair’s
house. After a long time, Devi came to the front door: unkempt hair; red
eyes; she looked worn out. She called me to the east side of the house.
She pressed her hands to the forehead apparently from a severe
headache. She stood before me, withered. I looked at her face, into her
eyes, her heart, her soul
"W here’s your autograph book? I came here to write in it! Give it
to me!!”
“I didn’t buy one. I ’ll buy it tomorrow!” Her voice was low, week.
Then, I ’ll write ou your heart - the artist Devi loves also loves Devi!
I didn't say this aloud. I whispered it inside. Then I smashed the pen
against the wail and handed it to her, broken, and I told her I was
leaving.
I cried again on the way home. I cried my heart out. In the street,
through the crowd, I walked alone, crying. Then I understood for the
first and last time ~ after having known so many women - I understood
what love was at this age. The entire sky was newly washed, painted in
fresh colors...buildings, men, birds, vehicles...all shone in a new light. I
loved fife, the entire world and all beings in it and especially Saraswathy
Devi. I cried. I’d lost my pen. After crushing it against the wall l gave it
to my dear Devi. A soldier without a weapon! An artist without a pen!
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I returned home. I was shocked at what I saw. All the doors were
open wide! So stupid of me!
I went inside and lay on the recliner. Papers, books, half finished
stories... I lay there. No, 1 should write. I went outside and bought a
pencil. 1 wrote a letter to Devi the same day, with my tears. Wasn’t
there an order from prabhukuamari not to write? I wrote. Not letting my
tears fall on the paper, 1wrote to my sad, sweet, desirable poem:
Devi, it has been ages since I cried. See my tears. Tears.
Don’t be hard hearted. My dear Devi, don’t be hard hearted. I was writing
you a reply. While I was writing you, Devi, I received your brutal, filthy
letter, pleading that I shouldn’t answer you. I f so, I don’t want to write to
anyone with that pen. I ’m not going to write anything. I ’ve much to write
though. I bought that rose-colored pad Just to write you, Devi.
Devi, now we've seen each other. The hide and seek is over. The
pages o f mystery and doubts have vanished.
Now we are in front o f the truth.
Devi, my sad, sweet, desirable poem!
I ’m not going anywhere. I don’t want to see anyone. Devi, please
write. My dear disciple, please write.
Devi, wake up. Wake up. My dear Devi, wake up. Wake up like a
sweet song.
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Baby, my redolent baby, why is your face so pale? Your eyes are
red. Devi, your head throbs with pain, and your heart is breaking: is that
not true? I know this. My heart throbs too. My Devi is always, always
thinking about me. This is my psychic impression - do you know this,
Devi? 1 know when you are thinking about me. Do you remember how
often I came to you when you thought about me? I knew when your
thoughts touch me, I know! Each moment, night and day. I wake up
every morning to your name.
Devi, keep my pen. I ’ve written a great deal with that pen. I ’ve
written a lot. Keep everything. I won’t write to anyone with the pen I used
to write to you, Devi.

I won’t write anything. Devi, you must ask me to

write. Saraswathy Devi, please ask.
Give me a pen. Buy me a pen with your own money. Not an
expensive one. Please give me the pen with your own hand, with all your
blessing. Give me a pen. I don’t have a sword.
You hot-tempered girl, listen to me. I cried fo r the first time today.
It’s been years since I cried. My eyes have dried up. My sad, sweet,
desirable poem made me cry today. I was crying, trembling.
For the first time today, I was forgetful. Please listen carefully to
me, you strong headed one Please listen carefully.
I didn’t know what day it was today. After my bath and tea I was
writing to you Devi, which means, I was recopying what I had already
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written in better hand writing. It must have been past eleven. Or was it
twelve? I don’t know. The boy brought me my special food from the nearby
hotel and a couple o f letters, too. He placed the food and plates on the
floor. (This is a two-storey building on a lake shore. From here you can
see people coming and going. But I ’m the only one staying here.) He
handed me both the letters. I knew one was from you. I was horrified
even before opening it. What bomb had my girl put inside, ready to
explode?
I told the boy, “You may eat this rice. I don’t want it. After eating,
wash the plate and leave. You don’t need to come again today. You may
leave.” After eating, he left. I sat there and cried and trembled. I got up,
and paced about, crying. Then I gathered my things. I looked at myself in
the mirror. I gathered up everything; books, letters, and the story. I went
downstairs. I put the keys in my pocket. I thought I had locked the
building, but it wasn’t locked. All the doors were still wide open! I walked
around lost in thought, without knowing anything. On the way I called a
rickshaw and went straight to the college. No one was there. Why? I was
standing there, and. I saw an old Brahmin.
I asked him, “Is this B. T. College?”
“Yes”
“I came to see a student. ”
"Today’s a holiday.”
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A holiday! What holiday.... I came straight to your home. I didn’t
stay long. I didn’t say much to you. I f I had, I ’d have burst into tears.
When I came home, all the doors were still wide open.
Devi, I ’m exhausted. Tell me something. Anything.
Devi, you should write. Stories, poems, everything. Dip your pen in
your heart. Touch your soul.
Please send me your new stories. I want to see you Devi always
hereafter. Devi, please read this letter carefully. Please act as if it’s my
first letter. Forget oil the others. Forget. Did I hurt you Devi? Please
forgive me. My Saraswathy Devi should forgive me. Devi, you should
forgive all my faults. I won’t let my tears fa ll into this letter. I f needed, I
can write these in my blood. Devi, pardon me. Devi, read and ponder and
give me a reply scon. D on’t test me. Devi, you should not test me. Please
reply taking my heart as yours.
Best Wishes,
Devi’s own.
The next day I set out early in the morning, thinking that I could
give her the letter on her way to college. I went by her home, but I didn’t
enter the gate. I turned back. 1 decided to turn around again. Then I
was seeing two communists who were staying in my old house next to
yours. I was ashamed. They had guessed about our relationship.
“Where are you heading?” one of them asked me.
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“I ’m going to see someone.”
They knew. They said in their knowing voices, “Ah! Go on!” I kept
walking with a heavy heart.... Away from her house, near the roadside, I
waited for her. One hour, an hour and a half, I saw Devi approach. A
light yellow sari. Hair wrapped in a bun. Neck exposed, ears naked...
there was something sad about her. Devi saw me and stopped the
rickshaw, but she didn’t get out. She just sat there. I came near and
gave her my letter. She save me one, too.
“Why did you break the pen?”
“I thought 1 shouldn’t write anything with that pen.”
Devi didn’t say anything. She asked the rickshaw driver to go.
The rickshaw sped away. I thought she’d look back. I hoped she would.
But she didn’t look back.
I walked a long time. On the wa}' I caught a Rickshaw and arrived
home. I tore the letter open and read it. It was written on the rosecolored pad I ’d given her:
My dearest brother,
Don't look at me like that. Brother, don’t think about me like that.
Don’t pour salt in an open wound.

Perhaps you misunderstood my

uninhibited behavior? Don’t look at me like that. My father grew angnj
yesterday. You must come to my wedding, my funeral. You shouldn't miss
it. Dear brother, I burnt the story I wrote. ”
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With Love
Sister,
Devi
I felt I myself grew pale as I read. Soon I chuckled, and crossed
out the whole letter with the pencil. At the bottom I wrote:
Devi, don’t send me all these lies. Write the truth. Write only the
truth.
Devi’s own.
I sent that letter to her college address. The day after and the next
were holidays, so Devi wouldn’t get the letter for three days. Would
anyone open the letter and read it in the meantime? I sent another to
her home address.
Dear Devi,
I sent your letter filled with lies to your college address. I included a
small note. You’ll get it in a few days. This lecter is to warn, you that
someone might open the other one.
Best wishes,
Devi's own

As I sat, I wondered if it was a mistake to ask her for a pen. If
there is no pen, there is always a pencil. This is also a something to
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write with. Was there any time I didn’t have a writing tool? I was a
soldier who always had a sword!
I had my writing tool. And it was the ration season; Devi would
have to struggle to get me a pen. Hadn’t I given her a lot of books?

My

first books and some short story collections. And then “The Ferry Boat”
by Kedamanngalm Pappukkutty; “A Woman ’s Life” by Guy de
Maupassant. Maybe she would think I was asking for the pen as a
reward for all those books. No. I had let her know I didn’t need a pen. I
wrote:
Dear Devi,
When I wrote I didn’t have a writing utensil, that wasn’t me. It was
my temporary exasperation. Please forgive me. I ’ve something to write
with. I always have something. Then why did I write that I didn’t have
something? Please forgive me. I ’ve something to write with. Even a
pencil. It’ll be very tough fo r you to buy me a new pen now, so forget it.
You should never put your hair up. It isn’t appealing when you tie
your hair back so tight, in a rolled bun. You should understand that it is
the artist, an admirer o f beauty who tells you this. You may keep your
hair braided. Or wear it down.
Study hard to pass the exam. Don’t get distracted.
Eat well. Keep your body healthy. When y ou’ve replenished your
blood, all your grief will melt away, so eat well.
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All the best,
Yours

I got Devi’s reply and a ticket. The ticket cost three rupees. It was
for the variety entertainment show in the college. Devi replied to all my
previous letters. But when I had occasionally asked her, she told me she
destroyed my letters whenever she received them. Her cold letter went
like this:
Dear Basheer,
Except one or two all other students in the B. T. College are older
students not interested in romance. You don’t need to worry about the
letter. I already got the. letter.
I believe that you’ll have the patience to hear what I ’m going to say.
I should answer some o f your questions.
First, I felt love and admiration fo r an anonymous author, and later
became his friend after meeting him unexpectedly. I want correct any
misunderstanding, nothing more than that.
Second, I ’ve never been alone. There are more than enough people in my
ship to love and hate me till the end o f the world. I urn your close friend
who always thinks about you and I will be with you till your death in your
ship. We’ll never be the solitary birds in the sky.
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Third, as fo r the “unexpected blessing” I never give any further meaning
than “unexpected” because artists always exaggerate.
Fourth, I consider you as a friend; I respect and admire you as a writer;
and I love you like a brother. You aren’t any man in the crowd; you’re one
o f my best friends. Why can’t you accept me as a sister? I ’m not
exaggerating; you’ll never have such a loving sister.
Believe me, these are the highest truths.
The day when you stabbed your knife into my heart, I wrote to
Madras and Mumbai to send me a good pen. Before December, I ’ll send it
to you along with my heart, and all the blessings, but only if you are ready
to accept it. Until then, take my pen.

Don’t show it to anyone, especially

to K.S. I f that’s not possible, I won’t give it to you. Let me know when you
reply. K.S. told me today that you were merely wasting your time. Is it
because o f me? Please forgive me. Please write to me; keep on writing to
me. I wish you all success. Basheer, I ’m a sincere girl. Believe me.
You have work to do; too much work. I f you’ll be satisfied with my
sisterly love, I ’ll be your lifelong friend. We can even exchange our hearts’
secrets. I ’ll cheer you up and put you down through my letters. I f you
agree this, I ’ll send you my story: a story o f suffering. You should send it
back to me. Don’t use it as a plot fo r your next story. You should send it
back along with this letter. When you read it you ’ll understand why I am
like this; you’ll understand that I ’m not a heap o f lies. Basheer, if you
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agree to be my brother, I'll believe you. I ’ll exchange letters with you. You
don’t need to send anything back to me except this and my story. Do you
really want to know all o f this? Basheer, am I wasting you time? Do you
really love me? Or are you playing with me? Never cross the boundary.
You should never buy me books; never do that again, please. Yes I may
be a fool! But don’t make fools more foolish.
Dear Basheer, I never want you to forget me. You should remember
me as your sad sister. Please be satisfied as my dear brother. I f you can’t
take me to your heart as a sister or friend, I ’m bidding you my final
farewell: adieu. Dear friend, you should send this letter back. I ’ll keep the
pen on my breast as a symbol o f your deep love. I ’ll write stories and
articles following your advice, taking you as my model writer.
Is this a final farewell?
Or?
You are the one to decide.
Yours,
Devi
P. S: I asked you to give back my letters not because I don’t trust you.
But I was afraid

(and this was true) that my letters were out of control.

I opened my heart to a stranger; it was wide open. Think carefully before
you answer. You'll get this letter on Wednesday. If you answer it, I will
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hear from you on Friday. Until then, I ’m like a fish on the shore. Please
accept the ticket I ’m sending with this letter. I already paid for it.
Devi

I tried to think as she wanted! I thought a long while I answered
her letter. The girl was playing around too much! She talked as if she
were sitting at the top of a mansion, talking to a servant below. That’s
not good, girl. Come down. W e’ll sit together and talk. Don’t jump too
much. Hmm! The truth I revealed to you caused so much trouble! 1 told
the truth knowing that there shouldn’t be anxiety along with sorrow.
Now you want me as a brother - I ’ll give you that; I will!

Dear sister,
I read your letter. Before writing the reply I thought fo r a long time.
Just think fo r a moment. What do you have that other women don’t have?
What’s so special about you? You know what’s going on here in this town.
1 lA anna to 100 rupees - that’s what women cost in this town! You
should understand that very well. I ’m not a womanizer. My sister
Saraswathy Devi knows that. I know lots o f girls. I don’t follow girls
around like a dog. I f I need them fo r sex I'll get them where I sit, right
here! You know how? I ’ll give them money. I wrote something even
though I had to starve and suffer to do it, and I earned some money. I
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don 't need to answer to anyone. I can pay as much as I like, i f someone
smiles at me, if someone embraces me. For ...What? I ’ll give them a sum
they never expected. I ’m not saying all this to show my pride, only to
record the truth. I f I want I can be that way. That’s all. What do you
have that’s so special?
Do I want you fo r my sexual needs? Just think. Did I follow you
like a dog. I felt sympathy fo r you. I felt love. I hid these feelings. Then I
tried to hate you, tried to forget you, but this didn’t work out. If I
misunderstood, what’s that to you? Who are you? Wait a minute. You
know that I know lots o f women. You know this quite well. Many write to
me. No one has ever asked fo r their letters back. I ’m not going to sit here
fo r that. I ’ve much work to do. Moreover, I ’m over that age. You must
listen. I ’ve never cheated on a girl so far. / have never gotten anyone
pregnant and left her on her own. / know prabhukumart and those who
are beyond that. You should remember that w ell
Sweet Devi, I’m not writing this to hurt you. Just so we understand
each other. About six years ago, I loved a girl. I wasn’t head over heels.
She adored me. She wrote to me all her grieves and sorrows. Love
through letters. My love grew. I had a lot o f hair on my head at that time.
And I was good looking too. We sent at least 400 letters back and forth. /
even sent her a letter, with my pen dipped my blood. I cut my ring finger
on the left hand. The scar’s still there. For love’s memories, fo r the sake o f
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art, la m bald now. Do you understand? I don’t have any external
beauty now. I don’t have a good education either. Yet I ’m happy. The
other matter, the first love, I wrote a story about that. We loved each other
fo r six years, but I never touched her. Finally I sent back all her letters.
Marriage - that never took place. She died. Peace to her spirit. And
that’s the story. Do you want to hear something? When I got your letter
saying I shouldn’t write to you again I wanted to send you a check fo r
1500 rupees. I didn’t though, but I decided not to use my pen again.
I f you want me as a mere brother, that’s fine. Accept me as a
brother, dear cuckoo sister. If cuckoo wishes, give this crow a pen! Send
your stories too. By the grace o f God there are many plots. I never
wanted fo r plots. The only difficulties are to write well and to be lazy. I
don’t have any other news. I ’m quite well. I hope you are, too.
Brother Basheer.

I sent the letter to Devi.

The next day she gave me an old Black-

Bird pen. There was also a big envelope with the pen.
“I didn’t like the tone of your last letter. There were at least some
jokes in the ^arlier ones"
I thought. Then how should I write dear cuckoo? You need love?
Love! How can a brother give love!
Devi asked, “Are you writing the play?”
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“I ’m writing.”
“You should return this letter tomorrow, after reading it.”
“Is it a letter?”
“A skeleton of a story. It’s my story. I ’ve sent a business reply for
the other nasty letter.”
“That sounds perfect. Devi, I ’m leaving.”
All of a sudden Devi recited a poem.
A poem starting with thakarumen manasam, my mind will be
shattered. And an explanation afterwards. “I know many poems. I ’ve
memorized many poems.”
“I know only my own poems.”
I said good bye as if I didn’t understand a thing.
The next day, she gave me a long letter inside a book. I gave her
back the first letter. I read it. Devi’s grief-stricken family history. The
same family history as most of the community. It starts with family
discord. A picture o f a Nair ancestral family slowly falling apart.

It had

taken a lot of time to write. The letter w asn’t meant for a mere brother
though!
Dear Friend Basheer,
I was seven years old. A sobbing...a sobbing that broke the heart
attracted me to that room. I didn’t understand anything.
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I saw my

mother crying, my older brothers crossed the room and Father stood there
with his frightening eyes. My mother cried, “Take me back to my house. ”
“I won’t come with you mother, ” I said, “1 must go to school. ” My
mother cried her eyes out. My father looked bewildered. As I had nothing
else to do, I left the room.
That was one incident...I didn’t think about its consequences, there
was no need.
I never wished to play “father and mother. ” When my older brothers
and other friends played that game I always looked on. I always stood
there and tried to look enthusiastic and knowing - a child who was only
seven years old.
It was the way the world welcomed her.
But I always laughed, smiled, sang, and played. We were living in
a big house. There were fifteen other people there, too, doing clerical work.
It was both an office and a house.
Memories.
That faraway town where I spent my childhood, Kaikkulangachery,
near Anavathil, in Kollam. My house was by the public road.

From there,

I could see the tranquil and beautiful spot where the sky touches the
Arabian Sea.
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I ran into the endless waves that met the shore. A wonderful life. I
was the seventh child, the first daughter, the favorite child who quenched
her parents’ inner thirst.
Memories.
Even then I didn’t like to play the game o f “Father and Mother. ” My
friends were always hoys. I was always proud as I walked with my
brothers or played with them or I took a walk with my father on the Kochu
Pilam Moodu ground. The daughter o f the head manager. I was the apple
o f everyone’s eye. I brought the clerks pan and the like with out my
mother knowing. I laughed with them and played with them. In that
way...
I grew older without a care in the world.
I was very much interested in reading the books. I used to read the
newspapers then. I ’d engage in debates. When I heard about Mahatmaji
I ’d leap fo r joy (though I didn’t know anything about him). I prayed to be
like him.

I ’d tell my father, “Dad, when I ’m older, I ’ll be a Gandhi. ’’

My father and mother would laugh out loud! I didn’t know whether
Gandhi was male or female.
Memories.
I told everyone that I was first in my studies. Once, when I recited
an essay, the headmaster told me that I was smart. Ha! How many times
did I brag about that to everyone? When I came home from school, that
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day, the great poet Vallathol was there along with Nalappattu Narayana
Menon and others. I remembered what the headmaster had said. I told
my father, “The headmaster told me that I was smart. ” My father patted
my back lovingly. Everybody laughed. The great poet didn’t understand
anything. Nalappadan traced something on his palm with his fingers and
then he understood. The great poet asked me to come closer, and I did.
He stood me near the recliner. In a loud and raspy voice he told me I ’d be
a great orator. Everybody laughed.
I didn’t pay attention to the words o f the great poet. r one o f my
classmates knew o f him. I f the girls had known a b o u t. :;n, then he would
have mattered to me.
“Girls shouldn’t be undisciplined like this!” my mother once said.
A blooming flower, womanhood, womanly bashful - all those words
were new to me.
From then on I wanted only this: I would smile, play, find a great
job, give speeches, and be a great poet.
Days passed into years.
Memories.
We moved here. I was fourteen years old. My skin was golden. I
was short and chubby. My elder brothers called me a football. I spent
some years with Oval tin and sanatogen. I didn’t give up on writing
speech either. I started writing poems too. Even my letters were written
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as poems. Everyone laughed. I laughed too. Some o f the students said I
was snotty. I didn’t care. My teachers liked me. And I was the first in the
class.
At that time my father and mother were in Kottarakkara. One night,
I don’t remember the date (We were in Kottarakkara fo r our vacation), I
woke up; suddenly, I was sleeping beside my mother - I was a sissy and Looked fo r her, but didn’t find her. In the meantime I heard a crying
sound and a conversation that wasn’t so pleasant. (Don’t forget that I was
a child o f fourteen years who had read a lot o f stories and books.) A flash.
My head was burning. My mother’s terrified voice: “I don’t want to.
Please don’t hurt me.” My mother’s crying. Father’s voice. I also cried
without a sound, a sniffle. I cried.
And who knew that this ivas the beginning o f a great drama!
School was about to start. We came home. (At one point, when I
was studying in fifth through seventh grade, my father didn’t have work.
Thinking that there might be some problems as my father moved around
the state, he made me, my brothers, and his nephew stay here.)
We got a letter. It was from my father asking my brother to take
Mother to her house. My mother went home vowing that she wouldn’t
enjoy any o f our fa th er’s wealth without him. In the meantime my dad
had already given us all that he had earned so far. He handed us a
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registered will declaring a portion to each o f us. His darling daughter
alone received the high sum as 25,000 rupees.
He gave his land to all the relatives. Father's remaining authority
was limited to supervision.
I was fifteen years old, in tenth grade.
My father, who was a champion o f matrilineal system, started to
feel bad about his decision to give away his wealth to us, especially his
sons. But it was too late. My father ordered his sons to marry only his
ugly, unpleasant nieces.

My older brothers had married the best o f the

nieces. He wanted the others to marry those who remained. An order.
The other brothers who had a college education and were more
sophisticated disobeyed this order.
My father treated them badly.
One morning my second oldest brother left India crying.
The third oldest brother sent us a letter informing us that he arrived
in Rangoon three months after he left us.
I cried and cried. My brothers ’ mental agony. I cried fo r them, that
they couldn’t even say goodbye to their own mother, their mental
anguish...Mother at her own home...I cried nonstop when I was at home.
Then I found one trick: studying Hindi, typewriting and shorthand in
addition to my school education. Now I had a lot o f work.
I ’d fa ll sleep at night, exhausted, and so I had less time to cry.
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“What a smart girl, ” Strangers commented.

. child who always

smiles!”
“Oh, V. or id!” A cry that breaks a young heart! Only one person
heard my cries - god.

I consoled myself on his chest. The infinite breath

o f unseen sympathy cooled my heart. Since I was twelve I was wearing
only white clothes. I don’t know why. Some people commented: “She is
rich but look at her; ‘the fu ll vessel never spills. ’” I didn’t even wear
jewelry. An ideal child: I led a simple life. I was first in my studies and in
speech too. My talent fo r poetry started to diminish. I was One hundred
and eighteen pounds.
Meanwhile, I heard many stories about my father, dreadful stories.
Afraid o f sin, I grew more attached to him.
I f no one else did, at least I would pardon him. ...I started to pray
fo r my father, fo r his atrocities towards my mother. My brothers, whom
my mother suffered fo r without any reward, are now in foreign lands. I
prayed fo r my mother to find some peace.
My fa th er’s nephew was studying fo r a B.A. in Mathematics. The
women - my relatives - with nothing better to do, started gossiping about
the two o f us. They commented that my father was paying fo r his
education fo r me.
I felt nothing fo r him. When I was scared at night sometimes I called
him to my room fo r companionship. Poor fellow!... he misunderstood.
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Relatives encouraged him. But I explained to him that he’d never have
anything from me but my friendship. My cousin, ivho graduated from the
college in first rank, bade me goodbye with tears. I haven’t seen him
since. Now he works fo r the Railway in North India. He hasn’t lost his
desire fo r what was forbidden. I have only one thing to give him - my
innocent friendship.
I enrolled in college. My work load decreased. My older brothers got
jobs. My father gave me some money. I tried to spent me time on beaches
and railway platforms. But desires were already dead
Many people wished to marry me.
When I returned home, my mother pleaded fo r me to marry. I didn’t
listen. I told her that married life didn’t suit me. My mother told me this
was her last wish. She scolded me. I didn’t listen. Oh mother, forgive me!
Memories.
I was in my junior college. A letter arrived. A serious letter!... my
father legally divorced my mother!
I felt I would collapse. I cried aloud afraid o f being disgraced. I
cried aloud, but tears didn’t come. My headaches grew. The doctor
advised me to wear glasses. I laughed at his stupidity. I started
performing. I smiled even when / was crying - this was my part, on the
stage o f world drama.
My brother!
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There was no limit to the mental anguish I had gone through.
Mental agony made me bum out. My weight dropped to one hundred and
fou r pounds.
I started to buy medicines. That was another foolish thing to do.
When I thought about the vacations I ’d drop another pound. Who ’d be
around? Who’d console me? My longing fo r a job and hatred at the idea o f
a fam ily kept me from marrying. (I regret that now.)
Meanwhile, i heard strange neivs from Rangoon. My third brother
married a Burmese. (She ’s still his wife: a Naidu girl.) They were very
much in love. Anyway that’s water under the bridge now. My mother
cried as if her heart would break. Father just smiled with revenge.
(Father, whatever it may be, I adore you and love you)
My dear friend,
My two years o f junior college life were wonderful. I was pretty
popular as a student. I graduated from college with first rank and won
lots o f prizes in other extra curricular activities. Even today the principal
calls me his “dearest disciple."
When I ignored their request to marry someone, they started trying
to get Saumini to m any someone. They found a good match for her and fo r
my second brother. Father agreed, but procrastinated. My father didn’t
let them marry anyone.

Revenge.
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My father couldn't stand to see my mother happy. Moreover, all his
nieces didn’t get married. Oh God! Kind hearted God! Please pardon my
father.
My mother cried. I cried. I cried and cried until I had no more tears.
I wanted to die! But my mother! Yes! That flow o f love blocked me
from death.
I didn’t get into Medical school as I wanted. I enrolled fo r my
Bachelor o f Science. I lost my interest in studying. I hated life; I was
slowly dying. I took more medicine. But my weight fell: hundred pounds.
I was working in the laboratory. A letter! But it only strangled my
heart. Dear brother, weep fo r me. Weep fo r this poor girl. Please pray fo r
me. Pride was so important to me. I never got on my knees and begged to
anyone. Brother! Weep fo r me. I got a letter from Rangoon: my father, at
age sixty-nine, married fo r the second time. (Perhaps the tenth time is more
like it, but it’s the second time that I saw with my own eyes.) “Don’t do
anything foolish out o f grief. Look after your mother. Console her, her
heart is here.” Nobody had informed me about this earlier. I didn’t know
it. My father feared no one in this world, except fo r me.
That day, I was doing an experiment with potassium cyanide. It
had to be heated on the Fuming board. I don’t remember what happened.
When I opened my eyes, I was lying on the recliner in my professor’s
private room; a doctor stood over me. The letter wasn’t in my hand. There
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was blood all over my sari. I kept calling out “mother" semiconsciously.
My professor sat on the arm o f the chair. When I ’d fainted my head hit
something. My mouth was bleeding.
“Where am I? ”
“Don’t worry. ” The doctor said.
I'll never forget him. He dropped me at my home in his car. He
handed me the letter - the uncontrolled volcanic eruption (I think he read
it). He visited me that evening with his daughter.
I decided I wanted to die. I didn’t go to college the next day. I
wanted another day. Everyone watched me with sympathy but also
caution. “ An eighteen year old girl. A letter.

Fainted. ” Everybody

repeated these words, a Saraswathy mantra. I took some cyanide. I
arrived home. Before that I told everybody that I was going to drop school
as I wasn’t physically well. I fed some poison to the cat. It dropped dead.
Its kittens ran back and forth.
My mother!
Mother, how will I die? I must die! I repeated th a t...
I have that poison with me even now.
But this unfortunate one didn’t die. My mother became a goddess
fo r me. I worship her now.
In the meantime I avoided the white khaddar clothes and started
wearing silks. Just fo r fun. My mother rented a new house. She started
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staying there. She didn’t accept my father’s money. My older brothers
sent her money. I went to see her. On the way, there once, I saw a
woman killed by a car. Her face resembles my mother’s. The decapitated
head, the blood was welcoming. Nobody scolded me f o r dropping out o f
school. But they told me that I could graduate in six months.

A burning

volcano inside, I couldn’t study.
One day, I went to Kodungalloor to pray in the temple. I cut my
hand and offered blood to Goddess. I prayed to Devi to give me the
strength to die. My older brothers visited from Rangoon. Everybody who
saw me, cried. They asked me to move somewhere else fo r a change. I
agreed. We stayed at Mohan Lodge in Coimbatore. That was foolish: I felt
that it was wrong not to allow my older brother live with my mother after
three years o f being away. 1 came back home soon. My brothers always
marched to the beat o f my drum. They knew I, the innocent one, was just
bom to cry. Weight, ninety six pounds.
I wanted to laugh at loud at least one day o f my life. But that
wasn’t in my horoscope. / didn’t wish fo r beauty, wealth; only peace o f
mind - I wanted that more than anything. I decided to cry fo r one month.
I couldn’t accomplish anything in my life and the feeling that I ’d never do
anything in my life made me feel hopeless. I sent everyone my own
obituary! Human life! I had no desire to live! The result: father
abandoned the other woman; we all started to live together again. My
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pledge - one more time to sacrifice my life with my blood .... I carried out
that too.
I resumed my studies. I was a young lady who was ready to
sacrifice my life fo r friendship. I only knew how to love. I didn’t know
how to hate. My brothers wrote to me all the time: “Darling, you are too
good fo r this world.” They meant I didn’t belong here.
I loved a young lady from school. I mean I adored her. We pledged
our hearts to one another. One o f her brothers was in Kasi. One
Saturday, following the letter they received on Wednesday, her family got
a telegraph The letter brought a good news but the telegram announced
his death.
That house turned into a graveyard. I and her crying family. In the
meantime, I received a marriage proposal. Without any hesitation, I wrote
to this stranger to marry my friend. My father also agreed. I ’ll call him
Sankarettan. Along with Sankarettan’s necklace I also put one on her
neck, one gold necklace. I smiled. God fulfilled one o f my desires.
Think o f me whenever you are in need. Only then, you’ll
understand the beauty and greatness o f Devi’s friendship.
I participated in the congress strike fo r freedom. I was expelled from
college. All this time my father and mother were living together. Yet there
was something that didn’t fit. Their life was shaken with turbulence. I
prayed, “God help my mother die. ”
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It might be the first time that a daughter who loved her mother so
dearly desired such a thing. I couldn't live such torment. I'd seen many
families, stayed with them and witnessed their comfortable lives, but
when I thought o f my fam ily I started to cry.
One desire! Find a job somewhere...
I took my B. Sc degree. I tried very hard. I did ninety-six
experiments in two months. I worked in the laboratory all day and night.
Ration time came. We weren’t getting good rice.
A Job! I read. Bxit I didn’t get first class. With that, all the doors to
M. S. were closed before me. My father was ready to teach any o f his
children whatever they liked. But they didn’t show any interest in their
studies. It was no wonder that affection and money resulted in that. They
could just barely pass the B.A and so on. Nobody went fo r any higher
degree. I f I moved to North India, I ’d have got a good job working fo r firms
as I had a B.Sc degree in chemistry. There were job opportunities in many
departments. Wishes.
In short, I took a job as an assistant headmistress at a high school
with my father’s half hearted acceptance.
In those long six years my father didn’t send my brothers a single
letter. They had written thousands to him. Hard heart! (Anyway I adore
him, love him.)
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My life as a headmistress wasn’t a good one. 1 was in a coed
school. I tried not to think about my sorrows. I ’d return home every
weekend. I made many mistakes at the school. In that newly started
school all except the old headmaster were unmarried youngsters, who
dreamed o f a wonderful love life. Even my own students misunderstood
me, not just my friends. They couldn’t accept my open behavior as
friendship. Was that my problem?
Though I was a blossoming flow er they didn’t understand its
natural fragrance. I understood that my character ivasn’t suitable to
work in that situation, and if I continued my life there, it’d be tough to
rescue my own womanhood and self respect. I started sending
applications to other places. Soon I got an appointment in St Sophia
College as an assistant lecturer.
My heart was about to stop. I turned into a skeleton.
My uncle’s daughter - the professor in Queen M ary’s Madras married a Christian.
An earthquake!
Family pride, Caste - everything was lost.
Then came an order; don’t go fo r the job and don’t leave Kerala.
I got a telegram asking me to resign my post.
I came back home, resigned the job. I fainted fo r the second time in
my life. My older brothers said that they’d take me to Ajmeer.
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My father didn’t agree. Father!
All my fanciful fortresses were shattered. The Creator preordained
that I should enjoy no happiness in this life. The three months o f vacation
were over. I started to go crazy. Hesitant to disobey f ather; sad to hurt
mother, I lived there fu ll o f doubts and misunderstanding.
Today, I ’m dying without death.
I joined B. T. College. Not to study, but to pass the time. My father
had too much affection fo r me. But I couldn’t accept some o f his deeds.
Yet I love and adore him.
I have to leave this place. I f I live here there won’t be anything left
o f me. I may have to go to a mental asylum soon. I ’m trying to gather the
mental strength fo r that. At home I always cry. When I ’m at college, I
smile. This is my life now.
No doctor, no medicine can make me fe el better. The cold hands o f
death took away my heart’s warmth.
My father destroyed my life, my sister’s life, and my brothers’
future. My mother—the goddess o f love— he destroyed her as well.
Destroyed her forever. He is sixty six years old now. He gave me money.
He gave me his possessions! I f I had known that this money would never
increase the value o f life... money! I hate it. My heart is burning inside
with love and revenge. What should I do? A secret war - 1 can’t reveal it
to anyone - is going on in my heart and in my house. Nobody knows all
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this. I am dying but not without being dead. When will I break free from
this?
My heart won’t allow me to seek only my own freedom. I ’m not the
embodiment o f selfishness. Don’t doubt me. My words are true. From the
chambers o f your heart don’t release the rays o f my hjeart’s secrets. Don’t
put my secrets in your stories. Keep all o f this secret. D on’t tell anyone,
not even your future wife. Remember this is something that concerns my
father.
You may ask: why did I write you all o f this based on a short term
relationship? To reduce the burden o f my heart. Because I believe you
and I love you. D on’t misunderstand me.
I ’m a great fool. Though I ’ve met many people, I ’ m not a good judge
o f character. I can’t tell friend from foe. Are you my friend? Though I ’ve
cried so much, and suffered such grief, my heart is still open. A small
event can disturb my heart. So don’t break my trust. I want to see you
this Wednesday at ten o ’ clock. I want to see you there. I ’ll go to class a
little late that day.
One day I was crying. Savithri came into the room. She called me
“darling. ” I smiled. And from my eyes, came hot tears. I told that child
this was a new form o f art. “You’re really crazy,” she replied. I started to
cry when I was seven. I ’ve cried fo r the past fifteen and a half years. It ’s
still the same. I f I ’m sane, that will be a miracle.
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During this time, I happened to read your A Prisoner’s Picture. The
mother’s grief and Mariamma’s innocent love attracted me. By the grace o f
God I had the chance to meet the artist through ‘coeducation. ’ My real
picture: A sad, sweet, desirable poem - when I got that name I felt close to
you. Today I tell you: I wrote that letter ju st to avoid the
misunderstanding.
My desire that you might help my writing made me more attracted to
you. But I am such a fool, I never even in my dreams thought that there
would be such a turn in our relationship. Don’t misunderstand me. I don’t
have any interest in caste, beauty or in money. Inner beauty - true love this is what I believe in. I worship the rishi culture. Therefore don’t think
that I believe in the caste system.

Your suggestion in the last letter hurt

me a little. I f I fe el love, if I feel I need, I w on’t go back just because my
beloved is a Muslim or rich. But the case is different here. I don’t think
that way. It’s difficult fo r me to hurt my mother. It’s because she doesn’t
know what it means to be happy. I f God allows, I plan to leave here after
April 15. I ’ve arranged a job in Madras. But I will have to disobey my
father. In my lifetime I ’ll consider you as my friend and adore you and
love you.
As you’ve asked, I wrote this much. Please cry fo r me.
This pen isn’t so bad. But I put it in boiling water to wash it, so it
lost its color. For the time being please be satisfied with this. I ’ll send you
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a new one soon. You can have both pens. I don’t mind if anyone sees this
pen. Whenever you write let the picture o f this hapless girl come into your
mind.
The day you stabbed that pen into my heart I fe lt pain. I haven’t
given you the right fo r any hope so is it a crime that I didn’t act the way
you wanted?
I ’m coming from the side o f tears. I cried again because I don’t want
anyone to hate me or scold me. My life is under the shadow o f love.
I ’m not well. I ’ll be at home this Tuesday. Will you see me
Wednesday evening? Then return this letter to me with the book I gave
you.
We’ll live like sister and brother holding hands.
Don’t come to K.S. ’s house to see me. Mrs. K.S. is there.
We can see through our hearts, and through our hearts we can
speak.
This letter is fa r too long. Let me wind it up.
To my own Basheer,
With love,
Saraswathy Devi.

P.S. I ’m sending my article to the Newspaper Office. Correct it as
you see fit. I ’m sending it along with K.S. You should enquire whether it
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reached there or not. I won’t write to you at the Newspaper office address.
You should tell me how to correspond with you.
When you leave here don’t forget to tell me goodbye. Why are you
leaving? Anyway, you can’t go to your home town. Then, you couldn’t live
near this sister.
You should love me as a dearest sister. That’s what I need. Though
I have no authority, this is my order, my request.
Your own,
Saraswathy Devi
25/11/1945
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